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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an exploration and resolution, in a painting process, of a desire to translate 
feeling into a visual language. 

The exegesis entitled A Desire for Balance: Harmonic Construction and Integration 
describes the process, the exploration and resolution, in four parts: 

Part 1 "The Historical, Philosophical and Theoretical Associations" offers references 
which link to the developmental stages of the painting process. It outlines the resolution of a 
conflict which emerged between the ideas and method of painting in relation to the aims. 

Part 2 "Discovering a Formula" distinguishes the association of ideas and the methodology of 
the painting process and describes the search and construction of a painting formula which 
has been both derived from and guided the painting process. 

Part 3 "Methodology of the Painting Process" elaborates a narrative of the development in 
four progressive stages. 

Stage I "Struggle-Identify" describes the conflicting experience in the painting process 
between structure and gesture. 

Stage 2 "Struggle-Resolve" discusses a resolution in the method of painting and illustrates 
the logic and significance of an "intuitive spontaneous" gesture. 

Stage 3 "Transition" proceeds under three headings: Influences introduces further 
influences to support earlier concerns; Exploration discusses a change in format and painting 
technique and offers an explanation of ideas which are explored in the painting process; 
Connection describes the ongoing painting process and resolution. 

Stage 4 "Integration" provides a formal description of the five paintings which complete a 
series of twelve for the Master in Fine Arts, exhibition of paintings entitled Integration. 
The "Summary" offers a personal insight. 

The Narrative, included as the appendix, offers an overall description of the painting process, 
the exploration and resolution. 



INTRODUCTION 

My commitment to painting  emerged from an overwhelmmg desire to understand and express 

feeling. The Master in Fine Arts offered me the opportunity to correlate sixteen years of 

painting practice and research in this endeavour. 

The Master in Fine Arts, exhibition of paintings, INTEGRATION is a visual embodiment of 

an aim to explore in the painting process my preoccupation with feeling and the relationship 

between feeling and thought, instinct and physicality. A desire throughout the process has 

been to gain a personal insight into the nature of truth, simplicity, wisdom and freedom. I like 

to think of the process of painting as constructing balance. Each painting and also as a series 

of paintings is a construction or design in balance. Hanging together the paintings weave and 

integrate in harmony. 

I believe an "intuitive spontaneous" gesture in the act of painting is significant in relation to 

my aims. I was challenged in the course of the process to question what I mean by an 

"intuitive spontaneous" gesture. Reflecting on the process of painting confirmed my belief in 

the existence of a higher level of consciousness or unconscious that is beyond the realm of 

materialisation, of logic or of reasoning. 

To best describe my painting process in relation to these beliefs, I began by reconstructing the 

process in the form of what I like to describe as an "intuitive spontaneous" narrative. This 

diaristic narrative simply describes the painting process and the association of thought and 

feeling. It is included as the Appendix (p93-101). 

In order to describe the relationship between the ideas and the methodology of the painting 

process, the exegesis, entitled A DESIRE FOR BALANCE: CONSTRUCTION AND 

INTEGRATION IN HARMONY is written in three pans. 

To convey the nature of a conflict which emerged in the process between the ideas and the 



method of painting, I discuss at the beginning of Part 1 the early references which influenced 

the developmental stages of the process. I realised that my struggle was between a formal 

structure and expressive gesture. 

To me a painting portrays an artist's integrity and I believe that the life and art of a painter is 

inseparable. Thus, at the commencement of the Master in Fine Arts I was concerned 

about the geometric fonnat that I used as a symbol in my paintings. In my mind I questioned 

the validity of the format. Although it symbolised an objective view pertinent to my aims, it 

was to me. nevertheless, a reproduction of Paul Klee's diagram "From progression or 

regression of the radius of a circle to the spiral." 

It so happened, as a result of an experience of performing in a ceremonial circle which 

followed closely the ceremonial tradition of the ancient American Indian medicine wheel, I 

cited a connection of ideas meaningful to me. It offered a subjective view which I could link 

with the objective view that the geometric format symbolised. Participation in the ceremonial 

performance gave me the opportunity to explore aspects of self - woman in relation to nature. 

In my mind I believed that an awareness of an intimate connection with nature would provide 

answers to unresolved questions, confirm my beliefs and help me to validate my aims in the 

painting process. Titus Burckhardt's alchemist view of art and nature further cemented a 

belief in an hermetic approach to nature and inspired an idea and method which I applied in 

the ongoing process. This is discussed in Part 1 under the heading "Nature and the Creative 

Process." At the same time, I believed I was struggling with the effect of being female and 

living in a patriarchal Western culture. To support this view, I discuss the ideas of French 

feminist writer Luce higaray and artist Anneke Silver at the end of Part 1 under the heading 

"The Feminine Principle and Expression of Feeling." To resolve my concern about the 

geometric format, I decided to incorporate the function of the ceremonial circle as a guide 

in the painting process. 

Klee, Paul: Notebooks Volume I The Thinking Eye: Lund Humphries Ltd.: London: 1961: p398. 
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To simplify and distinguish the connection between the geometric format and ceremonial 

circle and as they applied in the painting process, in Part 2 "Discovering a Fonnula" the search 

and construction of a formula is discussed and illustrated in the form of a geometric diagram 

which I call the Circle of Self The elements of each unit of the Circle of Self and the 

corresponding relationships are described in a chart. The characteristics of the external and 

internal dynamic in relation to an appropriate cultural reference are described also in a chart 

which I call external internal dynamic. The formula is my interpretation of the link 

between the association of ideas and the dynamics of painting. The following statement taken 

from the exegesis explicates the motivation and function of the formula: "the experience 

of performing in a ceremonial circle made it possible for me to consciously embrace the circle 

as a microcosm or instrument of guidance in the painting process. In the act of painting the 

elements in the guidance chart became the 'spirit in eternal motion' - the circle rotating. In 

the language of painting, it is a description of the integration of structure, form, colour and 

gesture and the balance and harmony of colour space." 

Part 3 Stage 1 outlines the conflict in the painting process between a formal structure and 

expressive gesture. I describe step by step the struggle to achieve a resolution. This is 

followed by an explanation at the beginning of Stage 2 of a coincidence which occurred in the 

making of a series of pastel and acrylic drawings on paper. In these expressive, sensitive and 

free gesture drawings I realised that my aim to express feelings through an "intuitive 

spontaneous" gesture was manifested. 

In Stage 3 under the heading "Influences" I refer to the work of other women artists and 

writers. I reflect upon the individual artist's struggle which is described in relation to their 

art and life. I believed that mine was a similar struggle. I was encouraged by these women's 

stories to continue to develop a distinct and individual visual language. It was Helen 

Frankenthaler' s staining technique that inspired a change in my painting technique and a desire 

to let go of the symbol in the painting. That is, referring to the narrative, "to let go of stretcher 



frames, of brushes, of squares and circles." I describe in Stage 3 under the heading 

"Exploration" the transition in my format and painting technique and how these changes 

allowed me to intuitively explore in painting, the contrast of colour space in relation to the 

expression of feeling. I describe the paintings and the principle of the relationship of 

opposites by associating the characteristics of the Circle of Sell with the external internal 

dynamic. 

Although I had found a painting technique which allowed me to explore feeling, I was still 

seeking a way of creating the idea of the balance or link between the external internal dynamic 

of the Circle of Self Through smaller exploratory works in which I applied and developed the 

technique, emerged the idea of a format that I could apply and create a final series of work. 

This process is discussed in Stage 3 under the heading "Connection." It was an ongoing 

process of development and transition which continued to offer and strengthen an insight into 

a way to link and translate the idea of an external internal dynamic into a visual language. 

The paintings become constructions or designs in balance. Contrasts of structure, gesture, 

colour and form of the paintings integrate in harmony. An enlightenment and conclusive 

insight occurred during the process of four paintings which I approached in the manner of a 

performance ceremony guided by the directions of the Circle of Self The process and 

conclusion is discussed at the end of Stage 3 "Connection." 

The five paintings that are formally described in Stage 4 "Integration" are each an 

exemplification of my aims. In the "Summary" I offer a personal insight into the relationship 

between the paintings and the Circle of Self 

12 



EXEGESIS 

PART 

HISTORICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL and THEORETICAL ASSOCIATIONS 



HISTORICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL and THEORETICAL ASSOCIATIONS 

The process began with a search to fmd a meaningful form which I could embody in painting. 

JUNGIAN THEORY: 

Despite the personal nature of my aims to find meaning in form, I chose to embrace Dr. Carl 

G. Jung's concept of the unconscious which he referred to as the "essence of man". Jung's 

structure of the unconscious contains a personal unconscious and a collective unconscious. He 

described the centre of the structure, the self, as an archetype or original model. He claimed 

that all of humanity shared a similar set of structures or ideas which he named archetypal 

structures. He also caine to the conclusion that people shared a common structure of feeling. 

He believed that the self, the inner most nucleus of the psyche, is responsible for the 

integration and stabilisation of the personality and contains two archetypes, the shadow and 

persona. The shadow contains the less admirable side or dark side of the persona. The 

persona is the character or mask presented to the world. It contains both a female principle 

within each man, the anima, and a male principle within each woman, the animus. 

Jung described the unconscious as a natural phenomenon and that, like Nature herself, it is at 

least neutral. It contains all aspects of human nature: light and dark, beautiful and ugly, good 

and evil, profound and silly. He emphasised the associations of "modern" and "primitive" 

man, saying that many dreams present images and associations that are analogous to primitive 

ideas, myths, and rites and are an integral part of the unconscious. He believed that the 

historical associations were the link between the rational world of consciousness and the world 

of instinct. He stated that for the sake of mental stability and even physiological health, the 

unconscious and the conscious must be integrally connected and thus move on parallel lines. 

If they are split apart or "dissociated" psychological disturbance follows.2  

Jung described the conscious coming to terms with one's inner centre or self as the process of 

2  Jung, Carl; Man and his Symbols; Picador edition; Pan Books Ltd.; London; 1978; p94,32,33,37. 
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individuation. It is a dialectical process between the conscious and unconscious. It is also a 

transformation process that loosens the attachment to the unconscious. Jung believed that the 

process of individuaiion developed in the interpretation of dreams. He applied the theory of 

compensation. This is the whole process of individuating information by the self-regulating 

process of equilibration and assimilation. Information from the unconscious filters up to the 

conscious. Assimilation is the interaction of information from the unconscious with the 

conscious. Equilibration is coping with the interaction and sorting out the information. The 

individuation process develops as information is dealt with and more mformation filters from 

the unconscious and is assimilated. 

To designate a structure and symbolic representation of the centre or self Jung used the 

Sanskrit word mandala.3  Regardless of whatever form a mandala takes it is always a symbol 

of unity, a symbol of self, a symbol of wholeness; a symbol of the goal of individuation.4  

GOTHIC ROSE WINDOW: 

For me there is a strong relationship between Jung's structure of the unconscious and the 

Gothic Rose Window structure which is also described as a mandala. The Rose Window, a 

construction that embodies geometry, number and light, is a symbol of the Christian view of 

the process of becoming whole or at one with self Because the rose window is an 

expression of the Logos, it could therefore be said that everything in the cosmos evolves in 

accordance with the Logos. Thus, it includes not only all of life but also all of nature.' 

The Gothic Rose Window was considered the key to one's soul and the Gothic Cathedral, the 

key to perceiving the world transfigured by the Word. Gothic Cathedrals have been described 

as "mirrors of nature" as well as "mirrors of instruction". In the thirteenth century Vincent of 

Beauvais described them as "tree like pillars thrust upwards into the vaults reflecting the 

uprising and uplifting power of the creative energy of nature. Everywhere vines, leaves, buds, 

Jung, Carl; Man and his Symbols; Picador edition; Pan Books Ltd.; London; 1978; p230. 
"O'Connor, Peter; Understanding Jung, Understanding Yourself; Methuen London Ltd.; 1985; p95. 

Cowan, Painton; Rose Windows; Thames & Hudson Ltd., London; 1979. 



flowers, thistles, burst out adorning doorways, pillars, windows and choir stalls. And in the 

rose windows suspended between earth and heaven we find the ultimate expression of nature, 

purpose, love and sacrifice, beauty and metamorphous." 6  

Painton Cowan says that the Rose Windows or mandalas are "the catalyst or guide through the 

labyrinth of the unknown: they make themselves known to any sincere searcher for truth, 

guiding individuals in the language that they know whether it be poetty, music, art. It is the 

key to nature that lies at the balance point between the extremities of activity and passivity at 

the centre of the rose or mandala. It is the way that leads to union and to the New Jerusalem 

of all humanity: the way of love, the love that moves the sun and the other stars."7  

Rodin wrote a sensitive and reflective piece of prose which suggested to me a method of 

working that I could adopt in my painting process. Truth, he said, can be discovered in 

Gothic Art: 

Where shall we begin? There is no beginning. Start where you arrive. Stop bejbre what 

entices you. And work! You will enter little by little into the entirety. Method will be born in 

proportion to your interest; elements which your attention at first separates in order to 

analyse them will unite to compose the whole. In the calm exile of work, we first learn 

patience, which in turn teaches energy, and energy gives us eternal youth made of self 

collectiveness and enthusiasm. From such vantage we can see and understand life, this 

delicious life that we denature by the artifices of our enclosed, unaired spirit surrounded, 

though we are by masterpieces of nature and ojart. For we no longer understand them, idle 

despite our agitation, blind in the midst ofsplendours. If we could understand Gothic art, we 

should be irresistibly led back to truth.8  

TANTRA: 

Tantra, described as an Indian cult, is a practice that also enables the individual to establish a 

6  ibid. 
ibid. 

8 
 ibid. 

Wei  



truthful and meaningful relationship to one's inner world and to the world around one. It 

provides a practical means of realising the highest ideals of philosophy in daily life. As stated 

in the Kashika Vritti "Tantra is that knowledge which expands mind, body and 

consciousness. " 

An important function of Tantra is the practice of kundalini or hatha yoga. Yoga means the 

experience of oneness or unity with your inner being. This unity comes after dissolving the 

duality of mind and matter into the supreme reality. Hatha yoga concentrates on the release, 

movement and balance of energy between the six psychic centres known as the chakras. 

Directly related to the chakras is the principle of desire. Tantra accepts desire as the prime 

motivating force of the universe. The sense organs serve as windows through which desires 

enter. Tantra establishes a relationship between the chakras, desire and the elements, ether or 

space, air, fire, water and earth. Hindu Tantra locates these elemental states as follows: the 

yellow, solid state, square is in the lowest lotus with four petals; the white, liquid, circular 

with six petals is at the level of the genitals; the red, incandescent, triangular with eight petals 

is at the navel; the green, airy, semilunar with twelve petals is at the throat. Between the 

eyebrows, the Hindus locate a white two-petalled lotus where the union of male and female is 

consummated and from the crown of the head spreads the thousand-petalled lotus of the Bliss 

of the Beyond whose radius is the sum of all possible colours. The Buddhist stupa describes 

only five elemental states, the solid symbolised by earth, the liquid by water, the incandescent 

by fire, the gaseous by air, the ethereal has no direct symbol.1°  

In relation to the practice of kundalini yoga, another important function of Tantra is the 

practice of yantra and mantra yoga. A yantra is a visual tool that serves either as a centring 

device or a symbolic composition of the energy pattern of a divine status, quality or nature. It 

Johari, Harish; Tools for Tantra; Inner Traditions International Ltd.; Vermont; 1986; p1 . 
Rawson, Philip; Tantra The Indian cult of ecstasy; Thames & Hudson Ltd.; London; 1973. 

'° ibid; p2,5,7. 
Ibid; p23,27,28. 
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is a geometrical diagram based on the mathematical perfection of sages of the East. Generally 

a yantra is composed of a square on the outside with four projections forming a f-shaped 

structure, circles, a row of lotus petals, and some triangular forms inside the lotus petals. A 

mantra is composed of psychically potent sound syllables that are capable of influencing the 

human system. They can excite the emotions and give suggestions to the mind. They affect 

both the one who chants them and the one who hears them. " 

The dual function of the yantra and mantra can be, perhaps, more clearly understood in 

relationship with relatively recent (thirty years old) neurological research on the "split brain" 

or hemispherical lateralization. The upper or inner part of the brain is seen to be covered by 

two hemispheres separate from each other but connected by commissures. Experiments have 

proved that the right hemisphere is mainly responsible for pattern recognition, intuition, 

sensitivity and creative insights. Tantra describes the right hemisphere as the feminine side of 

the brain. The left hemisphere governs rational, analytical, critical thinking. It is described in 

Tantra as the masculine side of the brain. It would seem that the Tantrics intuitively worked 

with the dichotomy of the brain. A yantra connects to the right hemisphere of the brain, a 

mantra to the left hemisphere. In Tantra practice, a yantra combined with a mantra engages 

the visual and verbal hemispheres of the brain and at the same time creates a balance between 

the two hemispheres. The yantra because of its symbolic nature also works with the left 

hemisphere, whereas its geometrical construction triggers the right hemisphere.'2  

Further reading suggested that women play a crucial role in Tantra. According to Tantric 

tradition and Scriptures, Shakti is the universal principle of energy, power or creativity. This 

energy is personified as feminine, as Shakti the Universal Mother. Shakti cannot be separated 

from the Shaktiman, ("power holder") the masculine principle or Universal Father. Shaktirnan 

is called Brahrnan by the writers of the Upanishads. In the Tantric tradition he is called Shiva. 

Furthermore, the Tantrikis believe that the universe is a product of this pair of opposites: one 

" ibid; p7,23,47. 
12  Johari, Harish; Tools for Tantra;Inner Traditions International Ltd. ;Vermont; 1986; p12  
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static (shaktiman) and the other dynamic (shakti). Shakti is the mother aspect representing the 

great energy which lies dormant in all of us. This energy is also known as the kundalini. It 

occupies a central place in Tantnc imagery.'3  In ritual practice, it is only by co-operation with 

women that the male Tantrika can progress. Man and woman must continually fulfil and 

complete each other.'4  

Coincidently, I was interested to read that there are symbols in the vast natural caverns of 

Palaeolithic Europe (c.20,000 BC) which can be accurately matched with symbols still used 

today by Tantrikas. Understanding that the Palaeolithic Age relates to the birth of the human 

psyche and the explosion of human creativity it is surprising that the female figurines 

discovered from this time are simply described by art historians as fertility symbols. Not 

much more information is offered. Emphasis is placed on translating the imagery from the 

point of view "man the hunter warrior." I question whether this Western view has changed. 

I perceived a relationship between Tantra practice and Jung's process of individuation. In 

particular, the reference to the relationship of opposites, the male/female principle of duality 

and balance. Recently it has been observed that Westerners are more left-hemisphere oriented 

and are deficient in right-hemisphere education, which has caused some loss of their faculty of 

imagination and diminished their faith in higher values. They need more right-hemisphere 

education, art, dance and music to establish a balance. To me, there is also a relationship 

between Jung's symbol of a mandala and the yantra symbol, both being a symbol of unity, of 

wholeness and of self Furthermore, drawing or constructing a yantra as a tool for meditation 

and concentration in Tantra practice could be related to Jung's suggestion that mandala 

imagery incited in dreams is re-created in the act of drawing or painting as a therapeutic 

practice. 

I realised that my decision to explore and understand feeling in the process of painting 

13  ibid. 
14  Rawson, Phillip; Tantra The Indian cult of ecstasy; Thames & Hudson Ltd. London; p16,17. 
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directly related to my experience of living in a patriarchal Western Christian culture in an 

intellectual and scientific age. Therefore, my painting  process would, necessarily, become a 

process of self-awareness. It seemed relevant to me, that I explore Jung's idea of a male and 

female principle in self In the painting process it could be considered as a principle of the 

relationships of opposites which do not exist without each other. I believed that in the process 

the female principle would unfold as well as an understanding and evidence of the 

relationship of self, nature and art. I wanted the painting to embody the dream, the 

unconscious, the essence of manlwoman, the self 

SYMBOLIC FORM & COLOUR HARMONY: 

An idea of a meaningful form and structure became clear. I chose a natural form, a shell. The 

Encyclopaedia of Traditional Symbols describes the shell as the feminine, wateiy, principle; 

the universal matrix; birth, regeneration; l/è; love; marriage; fertility (a vulva analogy). 

Religious historian E. 0. James describes the cowrie shell as a "life giving agent" and the 

shape of the cowrie as "the portal through which a child enters the world.b  For me, the shell 

symbolised the creative force, the spiral. 

Paul Klee called the spiral a centrifugal force, the movement of the radius of a circle away 

from or towards the centre. "It is the direction that decides whether we are being released 

from the centre in a movement that is ever freer or whether we are becoming more and more 

attached to a centre that will ultimately destroy us. It means nothing more than life or death. 

Movement of the radius in relation to the centre: progressive, towards life, regressive, 

towards death." 16  In my painting practice I decided to construct Klee's geometric format 

"from progression or regression of the radius of a circle to the spiral" and to integrate the form 

of the shell with this format. I perceive the spiral pattern of the shell cormecting with Klee' s 

geometric format and the complexed pattern expressed in yantra. As a universal matrix, the 

shell also expresses Yung's process of individuation for me and thus the shell became my 

15  Eisler, Riane; The Chalice and the Blade; Harper Collins; London; 1987; p2. 
16  Klee, Paul; Notebooks Volume 1 The Thinking Eye; Lund Humphries Ltd.;London; 1961; p398-400. 
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inandala - a rose window. 

I proceeded to look at colour and gesture to establish a meaningful association between the 

structure and form. In determining a perception of colour, in particular, the physiological and 

psychological effects, Wassily Kandinsky's, Johannes Itten's and Robert Preston's theories of 

colour seemed pertinent to my painting process. 

Kandinsky described colour "as a power which directly influences the soul. Colour is the 

keyboard, the eyes are the hammers, the soul is the piano with many strings. The artist is the 

hand which plays, touching one key or another, to cause vibrations in the soul. Colour 

harmony rests only in corresponding vibration in the human soul - one of the guiding 

principles of the inner need."7  

Itten developed an aesthetic colour theory originating in the experience and intuition of a 

painter. He said "colour effects are in the eye of the beholder. Yet the deepest and truest 

secrets of colour effect are invisible even to the eye and are beheld by the heart alone. The 

essential eludes conceptual formulation." Nevertheless, he believed that "we can be released 

from subjective bondage only through knowledge and awareness of objective principles." 

Itten believed that harmony implies balance and symmetry of forces. The concept of colour 

harmony is an objective principle. The basic principle of harmony is derived from the 

physiologically postulated rule of complementaries.'8  

Preston descnbe the expressive aspect of colour as "its potentiality in translating the visual 

impression the artist has of the external world and also its potentiality as an emotionally 

expressive vehicle for the interior world of symbolic imagery." He believed that colour is 

continually influenced and modified by changes in its optical environment. It is also changed 

by an alteration of its context where contrast is the operative factor.'9  

17  Kandinsky, Wassily; Concerning the Spiritual in Art, Dover Inc.; New York; Preface piiv, p25. 
is Itten, Johannes; The Elements of Color; Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.; New York; 1970; p7. 
19  Preston, Robert; Synopsis of Colour Terminology; Townsville; 1983. 
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I thought about the concept of colour harmony as an objective principle in relation to Jung's 

process of individuation, "The Rose Window" and the yantra. In an association of colours 

with corresponding shapes Itten described: red, the square as resting matter; yellow, the 

triangle as thought; blue, the circle as spirit in eternal motion. 

I evaluated and linked Kandinsky's, Itten's and Preston's theories of colour harmony and 

form which I applied in my painting practice. I realised the expressive potentialities of 

colours. I began to develop my own sensitivity and reaction to colours. Colour, a vehicle to 

express feeling, became significant in my painting process. I also explored the relationship 

between geometric shapes, the square, circle and triangle and associated colour symbolism in 

the painting process. 

Itten claimed that to develop an analytical, exploratory development and production of the 

forms and colours needed for true charactensation the study of colour effects in nature was 

necessary. He believed that the senses are sharpened and the artistic intellect is trained in 

rational analysis of the observed subject matter. He also commented that "nature in its rhythm 

of the seasons, turning now outward, now inward, might well serve as a model for our 

individual lives."20  I made colour studies of the shell form, an object from nature as well as a 

symbol of the life force. I established a meaningful association between structure, form and 

colour. 

GESTURE & LANGUAGE: 

To establish an association with gesture I looked at Expressionism. I related to a painting by 

American artist Frank Young. I was moved by what he said about painting and feeling: 

I let myself come through in some of my art ,but most of the time I didn 't. instead ofpouring 

my heart out, I would just make art - things that looked like Art. So i started making art out 

ofpain. But I thought, there must he better things to nurture in myself I didn 't have to be 

20  Itten, Johannes; The Elements of Color; Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.; New York; 1970; p79-80. 
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Pollock, or a drunk, or a wild man. But in order to nurture something new, you don 'tjust 

say, "Well I 'm going to be Matisse ". I looked at Expressionism a lot as having a gun on its 

belt. Make paint/n g.s as angry and tough as you can. Have that edge. Everybody talks 

about the flicking edge all the time. There 's this whole other side of what human beings are. 

What about the sublime? It 's almost easy to make paintings that are tough, that .  lump out at 

you. Its harder to have a balance in the painting And ifyou show that kind ofpainting, 

people don '1 take you seriously. They think it 's too soji, too romantic, too quiet. I'd like to 

get to that some day. Not to be afraid oft/ia! side. It makes painting much richer.2' 

Young was painting feelmg. He described the brushmark as giving a sense of pure feeling. I 

believe that he was also concerned about the principle of the relationship of opposites and a 

balance in the painting. Young's painting, Untitled, 1982, oil on canvas, 96 x 168 inches 

suggests to me an idea of duality by a subtle vertical line that divides the canvas into two 

squares, one mirroring the other. Red forms dominate on the right. Similar shapes on the left 

but of contrasting light, muddy tones, seem to inter-act with the red forms. There is a dark 

central shape behind the inter-acting forms which creates a contrasting sense of depth and 

passivity. 

At the same time that I was investigating gesture, I was learning an analytical disciplined 

method of drawing and painting. British artist, William Coldstrcam introduced the method at 

the Euston Road School of Drawing and Painting in 1937. Although the school had a short 

existence, the Euston Road tradition was carried on at the Camberwell School of Arts and 

Crafts and the Slade School of Fine Art. The tradition has influenced several British artists, 

including Frank Auerbach. Robert Preston, a student of Euan Uglow at the Camberwell 

School of Arts and Crafts taught me the method at the School of Fine Arts, Townsville, 

Queensland. North Queensland artist, Anneke Silver commented that "the measuring 

process functions as a meditative and transportative device that has nothing to do with the 

21  Young, Frank; Expressionism Today An Artists' Symposium; Publication;Art in America; Dec82; p71. 
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subject as such, but with the way of doing it."22  I realised I could apply the method in my 

painting process using it as a "mediative and transportative device" to integrate structure, 

colour, form and gesture. I also wanted to explore the idea that gesture, the brushmark is an 

expression of pure feeling. 

As a result of continuous figurative and landscape drawing practice, I developed a visual 

vocabulaiy and an intuitive ability which enable me to fully realise my expressionistic 

approach to painting. I wanted thick gestural tactile surfaces and fluidity of brush marks, 

qualities that I saw in the work of Frank Auerbach. He said that there is a real barrier between 

the sort of painter who is arranging things on a surface for his own sake and the sort of painter 

who has a permanent sense of the tangible world. To make a true record, the experience has in 

some way to be digested and turned into the artist's gesture. Simply to minor it seems to me 

to make a feeble echo.23  

When Auerbach had his first show at the Beaux Arts Gallery in London in January, 1956 

there was mixed criticism about the thickness of his surfaces. Auerbach commented "I don't 

know how they can talk about thickness, really. Is blue better than red, thick better than thin? 

No. But the sense of corporeal reality, that's what matters. I wanted to make a painting that, 

when you saw it, would be like touching something in the dark. But Matisse could do that 

with thin paint and bright colours."24  

In applying an objective concept of colour harmony my painting process developed in stages. 

In the first stage colour was structured from studies I made of the shell form. I simplified the 

palette to three colours, red ochre, yellow ochre and ultramarine blue. In the second stage I 

let go of the shell form, exploring the spectrum colours and the relationships between 

structure, colour and gesture. Then I let go of structure and worked with colour and gesture. 

22  Magon, Jane; Anneke Silver Images of the Goddess and Nature Mysticism; Craftsman House; 1995; 
p2O. 
23  Hughes, Robert; Frank Auerbach; Thames & Hudson Ltd.; London; 1990. 
24  ibid; p86. 
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In this third stage I maintained the square frame but worked intuitively. In the process a 

structure became evident and a triangular form dominated. In a fourth stage a natural 

environment became the form. I began again to explore the relationship between structure, 

form, colour and gesture. Figurative and symbolic reference became evident. During all 

stages I made other paintings and drawings both figurative and non-representation. This 

allowed me to explore the idea of the brushmark as pure feeling. My gesture was intuitive and 

spontaneous. I realised that there was a clear division between my objective and subjective 

manner in painting and the outcome. Thus, in a fifth stage I began to search for a connecting 

thread, in particular, between an objective structure and a subjective gesture. I realised that in 

my search to find a meaningful form to embody in painting, I had consequently become 

caught in a web of modernist thought and methodology. As a result of the conflict between 

the formal structure and an expressive gesture, I decided to examine the different implications 

of perceiving nature as it applied to my painting process. 

NATURE & THE CREATIVE PROCESS: 

I reflected upon Leonardo Da Vinci's claim about painting in 1490: 

The painters after the Romans always imitated each other, and from age to age continually 

brought their art into decline. After this came Giotto, the Florentine, who (not content to 

imitate the works of Cimabue, his master) being born in the solitary mountains inhabited 

only by goats and similar animals, and being guided by nature towards this art, began to 

draw upon the rocks the actions of the goats of which he was the keeper, and thus began to 

draw in this manner all the animals ,fbund in his countryside; after much study he surpassed 

not only the masters of his own age but all those of many centuries past. After this art 

receded because all imitated existing paintings, and thus it went on from one century to the 

next until Tomaso the Florentine, nicknamed Masacio, showed by perftct works haii  tIMSc 

who take for their guide anything other than nature - mistress of the masters- exham i 
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themselves in vain.2' 

The precise matching of visual experience and painted representation was the foundation for 

Leonardo's theory of art and, indeed, his whole theory of knowledge. In the preface to Paul 

Klee's Notebooks, Volume 1, "The thinking eye" which composes Klee's theory of form, 

Giulio Carlo Argan refers to Leonardo and Klee saying that both are not so much concerned 

with the art object, as with the manner in which it is produced. They are concerned not with 

the form as an immutable value, but with formation as a process. Both are aware that the 

artist 's approach or creative manner is an independent and complete way of existing in 

reality and of understanding it; and they are not unaware that there are other speculative 

methods, they are led to investigate that particular character which is the distinctive feature 

of/he artistic approach, always bearing in mind, however, that this must develop over the 

whole field of experience. 1"or this reason Leonardo 's mode of thought, like that of Klee, 

covers every it takes in the entire universe. Since art brings into being, albeit only 

through what is termed the visible, a cosmic awareness of reality, there is no moment or 

aspect of being which can be considered fOreign or irrelevant to the experience which is 

acquired in artistic creation. 

For Leonardo and Klee the mastery of painting depended on the study of nature. For Inc 

nature is, consciously or unconsciously, a major source and inspiration in my painting process. 

Because of my desire to understand and express feeling, I sought to develop a symbolic 

representation of nature. The mandala provided a structure. This geometric fonnat became 

an important underlying symbolic structure in my work. In early paintings I integrated 

natural forms, a seed pod and a shell with the geometric format. The palette I used for these 

early paintings was structured from colour studies of the natural forms. However, I realized 

that colour and an expressive gesture were also important vehicles in my exploration of 

feeling. Thus, it was important for me to resolve the conflict in my mind between thought and 

25  Kemp, Martin, Leonardo Da Vinci, The Marvellous Works of Nature and Man; J.M. Dent & Sons 
Ltd.; Great Britain; 1981; p24. 
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feeling and to link the formal structure and an expressive gesture iii my painting process. 

Thus, I began to think about the idea of "formation as a process" from an hermetic view. 

Titus Burckhardt who talked about art and nature from an alchemists view stated that "art is 

the imitation of nature in her mode of operation. The model for the aichemical work is nature. 

The expression "nature" has here a very precise meaning. It does not simply mean the 

involuntary "becoming" of things, but rather a unitary power or cause whose essence may be 

known by perceiving its all-embracing rhythm - a rhythm which rules both the outward and 

inward world."26  

I thought about the idea of "a rhythm which rules both the outward and the inward world". I 

could associate the idea of a rhythm with Jung's belief in an integral relationship between the 

conscious and unconscious. Also, the symbol at the centre of the Rose Window conveyed the 

idea of a rhythm creating the balanced point of the extremities of activity and passivity. 

Similarly, in Tantric tradition the idea of a rhythm could be applied to describe the union of 

the feminine, dynamic (shakti) energy and the masculine static (shiva) energy. How then 

could I apply this idea to my painting practice? Therefore, for me the purpose of the Master 

in Fine Arts has been to discover a language of painting which conveys the idea of the balance 

and integration of an external (consciousness) and internal (unconscious) dynamic or rhythm 

in painting. To this end my painting practice continued as a process of exploration, 

experiment, discovery and growth. To achieve my aims in painting, structure, colour, 

gesture and form must balance and integrate. Jung would say that the conscious and 

unconscious, thought and feeling, must be integrally connected. It could also be described as a 

study of nature, an external/internal view. 

THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE & EXPRESSION OF FEELING: 

In previous passages I have touched an essential, if not core element in my work - self 

26  Burckhardt, Titus, tr. William Stoddart (1967), Alchemy:Science of the Cosmos, Science of the Soul, 
Stuart & Watkins, London, p115. 
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expression of the formal principle and the struggle for expression of language. Leonardo, in 

the above claim describes nature as "mistress of the masters". Jungian theory asserts a 

female principle within man, the amma and a male principle within each woman, the animus. 

As we have seen Tantra in Eastern philosophy expounds yantra and mantra yoga. Yantra 

connecting to the female right side of the brain being responsible for intuition, sensitivity and 

creative insights. In the Tantra tradition male and female must complete and fulfil each other. 

I found my inner struggle for an expression of a female language reflected in the works of 

some feminist writers. Of particular interest to me were the ideas of philosopher and 

psychoanalyst, Luce Irigaray and the ideas of artist, Anneke Silver. These ideas (discussed 

below) confirmed for me that my struggle to express the language of feeling was related to my 

sexuality - being a woman artist, living in a patriarchal Western culture. 

Irigaray is concerned with the possibility of an analogy between female sexuality and a 

women's language.27  She worked on the premise that "language and the systems of 

representation cannot translate" women's desire.28  She asserted that women lacked access to 

language appropriate to the expression of their desire. In "Speculum de l'autre femme" she 

set out to understand why female sexuality could not be articulated within Western theoretical 

discourse. She stated that the female is defmed "as nothing other than the complement, the 

other side, or the negative side, of the masculine."29  Thus, the female subject is either 

assimilated to the male, or simply left out of theory, which assumes that it cannot be 

conceptualised. In Ingaray's view, the male sex has taken unto itself the privileged status of 

"oneness": that is, a unitary representation of identity in analogy with the male sexual organ. 

She asserts that "all Western discourse represents a certain isomorphism with the masculine 

sex: the privilege of unity, form of the self, of the visible, of the specularisable, of the 

erection."3°  Such a logic cannot allow for the expression of the female sexual organs, which 

27  Burke, Carolyn; Feminist Studies 7, no. 2 (Summer 1981);Feminist Studies Inc. 1981; p287. 28  Ingaray, Luce; 'Women's Exile,' Ideology & Consciousness 1; 1977; p71. 
29  ibid; p63. 
30  ibid; p64; 'specularisable': that which can be represented, as in a mirror or reflection. 
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cannot be described, let alone represented in unitary terms. Just as the female genitals are 

"plural" or multiple - the vulval lips "are always at least two .. joined in an embrace"3  - so 

women's language will be plural, autoerotic, diffuse and indefinable within the familiar rules 

of (masculine) logic. Because Irigaray believes that female sexuality cannot be articulated 

within Aristotelian logic, her prose abandons the coherence and forcefulness of analytic 

argument. 

A woman's language might articulate experiences that are devalued or not permitted by the 

dominant discourse: the most important, in Irigaray's view, are the sensual/emotional 

relationships of women with their mothers and with other women. 

Anneke Silver says of her own experience of "love, the wild untamed forces of desire, 

possessiveness, mystic transportation, tenderness, childbirth, the flow of milk and blood, the 

agony and the ecstasy of the fluctuation of these dispositions, caused me to perceive the early 

female figures of pre-historic European cultures ... with acute interest."32  

In her series of paintings described as Totemic Landscapes (1987) Silver aimed for a sense 

of ritual combined with the "powerful experiences in relation to sexuality and being a female", 

the forces of Nature and childbirth, and "intense love and intense despair".33  The series 

Sunrise at Split Rock (1988) celebrates the experience of renewal and strength, the split 

being both sacred land site and the "pudenda of the great earth; the rocks as breasts and 

buttock, reminiscent of a reclining Venus of Willendorf'.34  Ancient goddess figures made no 

secret of their sexuality or female identity which seems dedicated to the primal forces of Gaia, 

Earth Mother.35  

31  ibid; p65. 
32  Silver, Anneke; Ancient Connections (Master of Creative Arts thesis), James Cook University of Nth 
QId., p41. 
B  ibid; p38,39. 
B  ibid; p40,41. 
B  Silver likens this to 'the easy intermingling of physical and supernatural realms' in John Sharkey, 
'Celtic Mysteries'; Thames & Hudson, London; p6. 
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Silver's tracing of the simultaneous repression of feminine divinity and nature within our 

culture seems to begin with her use of these motifs. Silver believes that there is a "strong 

coimection between this repression and our culture's negation of the natural environment" and 

explains that "the Goddess figures became for me in a true sense "Mother Nature" now 

smothered by a civilisation with ideas and attitudes that don't take those qualities into 

consideration. ,,36 

Irigaray, held similar views to Silver and was also asking why women were stopped as we 

were becoming divine and seen as diabolical in terms of "their absence of God"37  hinting at 

the "hidden" and "veiled" nature of the female divinity.35  

Irigaray's and Silver's comments are a response to "the perception that women and nature 

have been mutually associated and devalued in Western culture" and that "in prehistory an 

emerging patriarchal culture dethroned the Mother Goddesses and replaced them with male 

gods to whom the female deities became subservient."39  

Reading Luce Irigaray's brief poetic text entitled "Et l'une ne bouge pas sans l'autre" ("And 

the one doesn't stir without the other"), I experienced an intense feeling of pain and relief. In 

the following lines I identified my own struggle: 

And I can no longer race toward what I love. And the more I love, the more I become 

captive, held back by a weightiness that immobilises me. And I grow angiy, I struggle, I 

scream - I want out of this prison. 

But what prison? Where am I cloistered? Isee nothing confining me. The prison is 

within myself, and it is I who am its captive. 

How to get out? And why am I thus detained? 40  

' Silver, Anneke; Ancient Connections (Master of Creative Arts thesis); p41-2. 
37  Irigaray, Luce; Divine Women, Local Consumption, No 8; Sydney; April 1986; p3,6. 

ibid; p1!. 
39  Merchant, Carolyn; Ecofeminism and Feminist Theory, in Reweaving The World; Sierra Club Books, 
San Francisco; 1990; plO!. 
40 Irigaray, Luce; Et l'une ne bouge pas sans l'autre'; Translated by Helene Vivienne Wenzel; Signs: 
Journal of Women in Culture and Society; 1981, vol 7 no 1; The University of Chicago; 1981; p60. 
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The conflict in my mind and the struggle between a fonnal structure and an expressive gesture 

became clear to me. Thus it was not only important for me to express in the language of 

painting my truth and experience being a woman and an artist but also to find my own sense 

of an external and internal afYmity, connection and identity with nature. 

So it was that I continued to search for a thread to connect thought and feeling, instinct and 

physicality to apply in my painting practice. In particular, I wanted colour to be the vehicle 

through which I could express feeling. 
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DISCOVERING A FORMULA 

In the search for my own sense of an external and internal affinity, connection and identity 

with nature, I found myself involved in a women's group which explored aspects of self in 

relation to nature and animals within a circular formation. The routine of the performance 

followed closely the ceremonial tradition of the ancient American Indian medicine wheel.41  

The medicine wheel is a circle divided into a fourfold symmetrical order following the north, 

south, east and west directions. Each direction describes an element of nature, earth, fire, air 

and water. 

As a result of my learning and experiencing the function of the medicine wheel, I became 

aware of a way to make an internal external connection with nature. In this way, I realised 

that I could explore the idea of a male and female principle and the balance of these energies 

within self. I made an association between the function of the medicine wheel and Jung's 

process of individual/on, the dynamic of the Gothic Rose Window and the Tantra practice of 

yantra and mantra. Furthermore, the structure of the mandala, the yantra, and the medicine 

wheel, called microcosms, also perceived as symbols of nature are a symbolic representation 

of the structure of the cosmos. "Each microcosm is made for use as an instrument of 

"centring" - that is, its structure and content are determined by the intention that it shall be 

used as a tool or vehicle in a process by which knower and known are brought towards unity. 

The use of constructed microcosms depends on the belief that each human being is also a 

microcosm. Expressed in cosmological language, the highest human aim, the path to salvation 

or the way to enlightenment, is for a man or woman to realise his or her potential as a 

microcosm. "42  I realised that I had found a tangible way to apply and develop the idea of 

"a rhythm that rules both the outward and inward world" in my painting practice. 

41  Andrews, Lynn V; Medicine Woman; Harper Collins; New York; 1981. 
42  Burckhardt, Titus; tr. William Stoddart (1967); Alchemy: Science of the Cosmos, Science of the Soul; 
Stuart & Watkins; London; p1  12. 
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Then I thought about Rodin's suggestion that "elements which your attention at first 

separates in order to analyse them will unite to compose the whole." To simplify and clearly 

convey the association of my ideas in painting, also as a guide in the painting process, I made 

a diagram of the geometric structure and established the four compass directions, north, south, 

east and west. Each direction houses a corresponding element. Each element is part of a 

complete unit. Each unit is a totality, a circle in motion and describes a different symbolic 

reference made about the circle and the square. I called the diam Circle of Self 

CIRCLE OF SELF 

INTERNAL DYNAMIC 

WEST NORTH 

Colour Form 

Blue Hermitage (crimson) 

Emotional Instinctual 

Feminine Adult 

Intent Deed 

Water Earth 

Strength & Introspection Wisdom & Inner Knowing 

SOUTH EAST 

Gesture Structure 

Red Yellow 

Physical Mental 

Child Masculine 

Action Thought 

Fire Air 

Trust & Innocence Illumination & Light 

EXTERNAL DYNAMIC 



I decided to formulate the following chart which sets out clearly the elements of each unit of 

the Circle of Self and the corresponding relationships:- 

thought physicality feeling instinct 

directions 

dynamic of 
painting 

east 

structure 

south 

gesture 

west 

colour 

north 

form 

quality of colour yellow red blue hermitage 

element of air fire water earth 
nature 

'i. state of being mental physical emotioi instinctual 

aspect ote1f masculine child feminine \, adult 

state of mind thought action intent f deed - 

thought tc1io  feel/ig / intuition 
of consciousness 

iI ::i1 
lity of illumination &,21rust  &oce h 

T

0 A 

I realised that the elements of the east and south direction related to the left brain hemisphere 

the male principle. The elements of the west and north related to the rightbrain hemisphere, 

the female principle lcalledieast/south, the external dynamic and the west/north the 

internal dynamic. 
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To make a connection that made sense to me, I formulated the following chart which describes 

the characteristics of the external and internal dynamic in relation to an appropriate cultural 

reference. Also, I realised I could describe the chart as a relationship of opposites. I called the 

chart the external internal dynamic. 

EXTERNAL ITTERNAL DYNAMIC 

Cultural reference external dynamic internal dynamic 

Western science left hemisphere right hemisphere 

Eastern tantra male principle female principle 
Western psychology/Jung anima animus 

Eastern tantra shakti shiva 

Western psychology/Jung conscious unconscious 

Western religion/Gothic Rose activity passivity 
Window 

Indigenous, Eastern airfire wateriearth 

Western visual arts structure/gesture colour form 

Western, Eastern. Indigenous yellowred blue/crimson 

The experience of performing in a ceremonial circle made it possible for me to consciously 

embrace the circle as a microcosm or instrument of guidance in the painting process. In the 

act of painting the elements in the guidance chart became the "spirit in eternal motion" - the 

circle rotating. In the language of painting, it is a description of the integration of structure, 

form, colour and gesture and the balance and harmony of colour space. 
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THE METHODOLOGY OF THE PAINTING PROCESS 



STAGE 1 

STRUGGLE: IDENTIFY 

The diaristic narrative (Appendix p93-101) simply describes the painting process and the 

associations of thought and feeling. It offers an msight into my painting practice and the 

association of ideas and aims. I will now elaborate and describe the methodology of the 

painting process; make comments about the dynamics of painting - structure, gesture, colour 

and form; discuss the association between the paintings, the Circle of Self and the external 

internal dynamics chart; introduce other influences and references which further link the 

ideas with my painting process. 

To begin the process I constructed a large scale version of the Circle of Se?!'  diagram on the 

floor of the studio. I regarded the construction as the instrument or tool that I would embrace 

to centre myself and use as the guide in my painting process. To become familiar with and 

transform the elements of each of the four directions into a painting language, I began a series 

of exploratory drawings and paintings. 

I started with four rectangle sheets of cartridge paper. I used acrylic paint and pastel. I began 

a process of constructing the Circle of Self diagram. A selected colour that conesponded to 

a direction was used together with an expressive and free gesture. The gesture and colour 

inter-acted and re-acted with the lines of construction. Form manifested and moved around 

inside and outside the structure. (Colour Plate: 1,2,3,4). 

The next four drawings focused on the structure. I worked with large sheets of heavy 

watercolour paper, forty eight inches square. The edge of the paper was the boundary of the 

structure. Each drawing began with the construction of the Circle qfSef 'diagram. I started 

with the east direction, using acrylic paint, colour yellow and introduced the complimentary 

purple. I manipulated the gesture and colour to interact with the structure. A predominantly 

round solid form dominated. I applied oil paint which created a contrast in texture, 
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emphasised a perspective and separated in parts the solid round form. (Colour Plate 5) 

In the drawings of the south direction, red and green and the west direction, blue and orange I 

had a desire to break up the solidness of form. The gesture became intense as the oil paint was 

pushed about and the structure lines began to disappear. Tangible fonns which moved in a 

circular motion and broke up in space became apparent. (Colour Plates 6,7). 

I chose not to apply oil paint in the process of the north direction, purple and gold. Instead, I 

deliberately began to break up the structure allowing a free gesture and colour to weave 

together with the dispersion of line. Forms became scattered. (Colour Plate 8). 

I returned to the rectangle, this time using four heavy sheets of cartridge paper. I chose to 

dismiss the structure. The focus was on an uncontrolled gesture. Two drawings explored 

contrasts, the inter-action and re-action of line, tone and texture, one in black and white, the 

other blue and orange. The other two explored contrasts of colour, also forms created by the 

free movement of gesture. A suggestion of a structure became evident. 

(Colour Plates 9,10,11,12) 

I focused then on colour contrast and an uncontrolled gesture. I used aciylic paint, primary 

colours, yellow, red and blue on a 4 x 4 foot stretched and primed canvas frame. At first I 

applied a wash of bright yellow. Then a wash of red which moved about a yellow oval shape 

and merged in places creating a form of orange. I attached thin strips of canvas which made 

an edge and the idea of space and movement. I applied a wash of blue which changed the 

composition and introduced complementary and tertiary colours. 

I stretched two more frames, 4 x 4 feet to explore colour contrast further; one a white 

ground, the other black. The exploration could be describe as a ceremony with colour. The 

process was guided by the medicine wheel ceremonial routine. Therefore, with a controlled 

gesture and using acrylic paint I applied a form of yellow in each direction (east, south, west, 
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north) connecting the forms by a line of the same colour. A similar routine followed with 

orange, red, blue, green and purple. Then I applied oil paint. On the white ground the 

gesture became intense, almost out of control. The paint was pushed about, scraped off and 

re-applied several times. Colour and fonn merged and changed. Finally the raw colours of 

the underpainting and the structure lines were obliterated. The gesture stopped at what could 

be described as an orgasmic point, the painting surface was breathing. It was alive. I called it 

Air Water. (Colour Plate 13). 

A similar experience occurred when I worked again on the first canvas. I called this painting 

Earth Fire. (Colour Plate 14). 

However, when I worked on the black ground it was a different experience. When I applied 

oil paint after the preliminary ceremony, the gesture began to interact and re-act almost 

like a dance with the raw colour forms and structure lines of the surface. Then a form, not 

unlike a female figure, emerged from the black ground. It was dancing, moving with the 

colours and structure lines. I stopped. The painting was finished. I accepted the rawness of 

colour and the presence of a structure. I called it Woman Celebration. (Colour Plate 15). 

Once again I realised my concern about gesture and structure. I looked at the series of 

paintings and drawings. Was this a reflection of my aims? I referred back to a passage in my 

note book: 

I like my work to breathe, to move, to connect or inter-relate, to flow, to live, to feel, to have 

life. As I work with a piece the material, the gesture, the form, the ground, become the 

physicality of my thought. I commence with information I have learned about colour space. 

I stay with a piece until I resolve the conflict that is exposed as I work. Intuition lakes over. 

What is intuition? A desire beyond reasoning or knowing; a strong direction, a compulsion; 

an energy. I hold the image. I bring it to life. I let go when it isfInished. I am compelled to 

work with an image until II is complete otherwise it lingers with me, works upon me until I set 

i/free. The painting starts to breathe. It takes on a Ife of its own. It is free. it is flowing.. 
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It is moving. It is being. It is. The thought is released. My body relaxes. I begin lojlow, to 

move, to change. My paintings are orgasms, paroxysms.43  

I started to question the contrasts in gesture, the validity of the structure and square frame, my 

passion to work with oil paint and my desire to achieve a painting surface that breathes and 

forms appear to be moving. I became concerned about the Circle ofSelfappearing as a 

symbol in the painting and the struggle in the painting process to achieve my desire for an 

essence in form which at the same time obliterated the symbol. 

The act of painting Air Water became a totally absorbing struggle. The struggle started 

when oil paint was applied and the gesture became intense and uncontrolled. However, the 

desire for an essence in form was effected. I believe that at this stage when the painter 

becomes totally absorbed and focused in the act of painting, the idea of the existence of a 

higher consciousness or unconscious could be considered. In other words, a creative energy or 

power that goes beyond the realm of materialisation, of logic or of reason is operating to 

manifest an essence in fonii. The colour and structure guided by the painter's "intuitive 

spontaneous" gesture integrate and become not only the form in the painting, but also the 

painting. 

The transition in the act of painting Air Water, that is when the struggle commenced, could 

be described as the internal dynamic integrating with the external dynamic. Likewise it 

could be said, that the elements of feeling and thought guided by a physical element 

integrate, revealing the element of instinct. 

' Vipond, Patricia; Note Book; Darwin; September, 1995. 
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STAGE 2 

STRUGGLE: RESOLVE 

Returning to the studio after a holiday, I had a desire to record feelings that I experienced of 

the desert, the mountains, the sea and the city. I decided to work with pastels because they 

would allow me to work with an expressive, sensitive and free gesture. Also, pastels would 

give me an immediate range of colour to choose from. 

I lay two drawing boards together on the floor and placed a strip of masking tape along the 

join. The area of the two boards was 1.480 x 1.220 metres. I taped a sheet of heavy cartridge 

paper to the edges of the boards. The boards on the floor gave me the freedom to move and 

work around the drawing. In the process of allowing colour and gesture to manifest form, the 

join of the two boards became apparent. Colour and gesture worked with the join which 

became a structural reference in the drawing. I produced a series of four pastel drawings 

(Colour Plates 16,17,18,19) and in the same manner a series of acrylic drawings. (Colour 

Plates 20,21,22,23). However in the acrylic drawings the join did not have the same 

influence. It was the fluidity of the painting technique and colour contrasts which manifested 

the structure. In both sets of drawings because I didn't define a boundary or structure, I was 

able to explore the idea of limitless space and let colour and gesture roam freely. The surface 

of the drawings began to breathe without a sign of a struggle. They could be described as 

alive expressions of the integration of structure, gesture, colour and form. Nature was the 

guide that made an integral connection with the conscious and the unconscious manifest. The 

drawings were not symbols, they were visual embodiments of the Circle of Self 

Furthermore, I realised that oil paint was not the only medium that I could use to manifest an 

essence in form in the painting. 

I had a conscious desire to understand and resolve the struggle that was evident in the 

relationship between the contrasts of gesture and structure. The Circle of Selfdescribed 
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structure and gesture as elements of the external dynamic. Colour and form are described as 

internal dynamic elements. I described the gesture in the drawings and paintings as both 

controlled and uncontrolled. The controlled gesture I linked with structure. The uncontrolled 

gesture I linked with colour. If my preoccupation in the process was feeling, then it was 

important that I apply an uncontrolled gesture. In the element chart structure is identified with 

thought/mental, gesture with physicality/action, colour with feeling/intent and form with 

deedlinstinctual. 1ff eliminated the Circle of Self as a visual symbol and accept it as my 

thought process, apply an uncontrolled gesture, the form- my aim would manifest in the 

painting's entirety. In other words to make a relationship between structure/thought and 

colour/feeling would necessarily involve an "intuitive spontaneous" gesture. This was 

significant in relation to my aims. 

The following diagram illustrates the logic and significance of an "intuitive spontaneous" 

gesture. 

Circle of Gesture Circle of Self 

N N 

Instinct/Deed 
/ 

Form 

7 
Uncontrolled Controlled w Colour/Feeling __ Structure/Mental E 

Intent Thought 

/ I /, Feminine Masculine 
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Having now established that I work with an "intuitive spontaneous" gesture and explored the 

nature of this gesture, I began to think about the principle of the relationship of opposites, the 

principle of complementaries and the Circle of Se/fin relation to the objective principle of 

colour harmony. 

I worked with three 6 x 6 foot primed canvas frames which I lay on the floor. On two the 

process commenced with pours of washes, one blue the other orange. The third commenced 

with the idea of constructing the Circle of Self in the process of pouring washes. The blue 

canvas, affected by the underneath supporting frame, divided into four squares which became 

four spiral symbols. The spirals moved within a larger circle which coimected to the boundary 

of the square frame. Opaque and transparent pours of paint and colour contrasts of 

temperature and tone dictated an overall pattern which required simplification. The canvas 

was placed upright to apply oil paint. Once again, I began to experience the tension of the 

gesture and control in the brushmark. (Colour Plate 24). In the second canvas I allowed the 

washes to designate shapes. I manipulated the shapes using oil paint and brushmarks to 

emphasise contrast in texture, thick and thin brush marks and a transparent and opaque 

surface. (Colour Plate 25). In the third canvas the continuous pours of different colour 

washes began to break up the structure and create a movement of spatial forms. However, it 

was still a symbol of the Circle of Self For this reason I decided not to continue to work on 

this painting at this stage. (Colour Plate 26). 
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STAGE 3 

TRANSITION -I 

Influences: 

I believe as a woman, I have had a particular struggle to discover, explore and express the 

dynamics of painting - structure, gesture, colour and form. It has been encouraging for me to 

discover that others such as Judy Chicago, Georgia O'Keeffe, Marianna Torgovnick, Denise 

Green and Helen Frankenthaler have experienced and written about aspects of their 

experience. 

I could particularly identify with Judy Chicago who wrote about her struggle as a woman 

artist. In 1970, Chicago spent a year at Fresno. She made two series of large paintings, one 

called Fresno Fans the other entitled Flesh Gardens. She comments "I felt trapped by the 

structure that I used in my paintings, although that structure did allow me to establish a format 

against which my intuition could play. The Fresno paintings revealed the dilemma I was in. 

How to fit a soft shape into a hard framework? How can I, a woman, fit my impulses into an 

aesthetic format that is rigid, hard, impersonal? These paintings were about a confrontation 

between two set of values."44  

I thought about the phrase "a confrontation between two set of values." Jung also talked 

about a "split" or dissociation between the conscious and unconscious; the confrontation 

between the anima, the female principle in man and the anirnus, the male principle in woman. 

In her book "Through the Flower" Chicago reveals her personal history, with the larger issues 

of creativity, with woman's problems throughout the history of art. She realised that she must 

build her life on the basis of her own identity, her own work, her own needs, and the only way 

she could do that was through her art. In her art she had tried to challenge society's 

conception of what it is to be a woman. She said: "I had tried to deal with the issues that were 

44  Chicago, Judy; Through the Flower; Anchor Press/Doubleday; New York; 1975; p94. 
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crucial to me "within" the structure of male art language and a male-oriented art community, a 

group whose values reflected the patriarchal culture in which we live."45  She came to the 

conclusion that to honour a woman "in her own terms" would require a fundamental change in 

the culture and in the cultural values as they are expressed in art. In 1970 there was no frame 

of reference to understand a woman's struggle, to value it, or to read and respond to imagery 

that grew out of it. 

Chicago developed a female art community which provided a context in which she could 

explore her "feminine qualities" as attributes of her humanity. She agreed with Herbert 

Marder that "society and the arts can be rejuvenated only by restoring the despised feminine 

elements to their proper place among the faculties of man. It follows that women, the chief 

bearers of the feminine qualities, have a mission to bring about this regeneration, a mission for 

which their long martyrdom has made them especially fit." She said that "moving through 

the flower' is a process that is available to all of us, a process that can lead us to a place where 

we can express our humanity and values as women 'through our work' and in our lives and in 

so doing, perhaps we can also reach across the great gulf between masculine and feminine and 

gently, tenderly, but firmly heal it."46  

In a different way, Georgia O'Keeffe was a woman who expressed "our humanity and values 

as women" through her work. O'Keeffe's decision to live and work in New Mexico made her 

realise how strongly she had been influenced by Alfred Stieglitz, the "ghost figure in her 

psyche". She felt oppressed by perceptions that she "was born and taught to walk" by 

Stieglitz. She said, "I have things in my head that are not like what anyone has taught me. 

Shapes and ideas so near to me, so natural to my way of thinking that it hasn't occurred to me 

to put them down. I decided to start anew. To strip away what I had been taught. To accept 

as true my own thinking. I was alone and singularly free, working into my own, unknown, no 

' ibid, p26,65. 
46  ibid, p205,206. 



one to satisfy but myself."47  She strived to transform the meaning and suggestiveness of early 

terms of criticism that her work was "feminine" and "primitive". A criticism that perhaps 

Stieglitz had stimulated. 

In the 1920's - 30's male artists saw themselves and were seen by critics as self-consciously 

tapping into "the primitive"  as a source of artistic power. Women were seen as trapped in 

their instincts and limited in intellect by the very structure of their minds and bodies 

Mananna Torgovnick uses the word "primitive" to refer to a posited but ultimately 

unknowable original state, whether of humans or of animals, nature, tissue and cell, or of 

religious and social institutions. She described O'Keeffe's art as "infused with an instinct for 

the oceanic, an instinct quickened and intensified by her love affair with New Mexico."48  

Togovnick defined oceanic as a dissolution of subject-object divisions so radical that one 

experiences the sensation of merging with the universe. She discovered broad divergences in 

male and female ways of experiencing the primitive and the oceanic. She believed that 

O'Keeffe, late in life, successfully transformed the labels "feminine" and "primitive" in her 

work, providing a final example - a triumphant one - of women's encounters with the 

primitive. 

Torgovnick suggests that O'Keeffe expressed in her paintings her feelings about the earth 

and, beyond the earth, the cosmos - feelings that seem distinctly outside what we have become 

accustomed to thinking of as European and American norms. She conveyed a sense of 

connectedness between humans and the earth more consistent with what we have been taught 

to think of as Native American spirituality. O'Keeffe's paintings place in mutual, 

unhierarchical relation nature with humans, the cosmos with the self, death with life. 

Despite her suggestions in letters to present as a strict formalist, O'Keeffe harboured and acted 

upon an alternative definition of form as experiential and spiritual. Similarly to Kandinsky, 

' Benke, Britta; Georgia O'Keeffe; Flowers in the Desert; Benedikt Tachen; 1995; p11. 
48  Torgovnick, Marianna; Primitive Passions; Alfred A Knopt; New York; 1997; p115. 
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she defined form as emotion, as feeling. She was aware of the difference between artists like 

herself and most critics of this point. In a letter to the writer Sherwood Anderson, in 1923 she 

wntes: 

You and I don't know whether our vision is clear in relation to our time or not No matter 

what failure or success we may have - we will not know - But we can keep our own 

integrity - according to our own sense of balance with the world, and that creates our form - 

What others have called form has nothing to do with our form - I want to create my own 

I cant do anything else - if I stop to think of what others - authorities or the public - or 

anyone - would say of my form I'd not be able to do anything. 

(O'Keeffe's punctuation;Letters, 175). 

By the 1980's the experiential and spiritual definition of form was almost forgotten, so that 

today it may seem startling to the critical imagination - "a fossil" as one critic recently called 

it. But it is crucial that, for O'Keeffe, form happens out of the process of living, of being, as 

she put in, "in balance with the world". 

Denise Green believes that the influence of critic Clement Greenberg still hinders a critical 

dialogue in painting today. Greenberg argued for an exclusive focus on the formal values of 

painting, the primacy of newness, and for purity. The medium, he said, should be just the 

medium. Greenberg articulated a theory that encouraged a dismissive attitude towards the idea 

that one of art's important functions is the expression of the inner life. Post-modern theories 

would, in fact, deny its very existence, since, according to them, there is no such thing as an 

integrated self, independent of others. 

Green believes that today painters have gone beyond Greenberg's argument. They realise that 

their work can remain true to the medium while also allowing for the symbolic representation 

of their inner thinking. What is needed, she says, is an innovative critical theory that explains 

how the process of painting gives artists the ability to directly express all the different sides of 
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self. Yet it must be one that takes into account that painters are not only influenced by many 

cultural traditions but also have impulses and aspirations which resonate with radically 

different cultures. The desire to establish a unique personal identity establishes most 

contemporary painters firmly within the Western modern tradition, but by expressing an inner 

state of mind, painters begin to have a commonality with artists from radically different 

traditions.49  

About her own work Green says "to the extent that I am constructing my own identity through 

the expression of my inner self, my work certainly follows the modern Western tradition of 

painting. But my exposure to Aboriginal art has shown me that my paintings are not a 

depiction of emotions but a direct manifestation of an inner reality through the physicality of 

paint. "° 

I was intrigued by the fact that Greenberg was Helen Frankenthaler's close friend and 

confidant during the fifties. Frankenthaler says, "What he gave was the ability or the hope of 

feeling and experiencing painting, in this he was a giant."5' Her painting Mountain and Sea 

1952 is, in historical terms, the most famous of her works. Curiously, it has received the 

greatest attention not for what the artist painted, but rather for how she painted and for how 

this process, ultimately called "stain painting" influenced the works of Kenneth Noland and 

Morris Louis. It was Greenberg who told Louis and Noland of the painting. They were 

stuimed. Noland recalled that it "showed us a way to think about and use colour." Louis 

proclaimed it a "revelation." From this viewing emerged the Colour Field painting of the 

1960 S.12 

It is interesting that the appearance of, as well as the actual reception to the painting Mountain 

and Sea was obscured. To me it would seem that Greenberg could apply his formalist theory 

' Green Denise; Painting post-Greenberg; Art Monthly Australia; March 1996 No 87 p20. 
° ibid; p23. 

Frankenthaler, Helen; Prints: 1961- 1979; Harper & Row; New York; 1980; p14. 
52  Carmean, Jr. E.A.; Frankenthaler, Helen; A Paintings Retrospective; Harry N.Abrams, Inc., New 
York; 1989; p12. 
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to the work of Noland and Louis but not to Frankenthaler's. Her work was an expression of 

the inner self which was precisely what Greenberg was dismissing in his theory. 

Frankenthaler later recalled of making the work: "In 1952 on a trip to Nova Scotia I did 

landscapes with folding easel equipment. I came back and did the Mountain and Sea 

painting and I know the landscapes were in my arms as I did it."53  Despite this observation 

made by the artist, until recently little critical comment had been made on the picture's theme, 

aside from general references to its being an abstract "landscape" 

Commenting about her work she says: "I think that for myself, feeling and making the image 

happen are essentially the same thing. Perhaps the most important thing the artist brings to the 

image-making act cannot be expressed in words - it's that 'je ne sais quoi' that hopefully 

produces beautiful art. Anything that has beauty and provides order (rather than chaos or 

shock alone), anything resolved in a picture (as in nature) gives pleasure - a sense of rightness, 

as in being one with nature. Once you are beyond the pain and effort, fmally there is 

something uplifting and pleasing in what you are being given. It is an order familiar and new 

at the same time. Any successful picture - an abstract work or a landscape - has a place and 

rightness and an ability to last and grow. It is not merely a matter of painting a tree, but of 

making a picture that works." 4  

"I rely on my judgement, my self-censorship, my risk taking, my compulsiveness, or whatever 

that elusive quality is called, to tell me whether or not a work is finished. When I put 

something up on the wall before I consider it finished, a two-way dialogue takes place - me 

speaking to the painting, and it to me. Sometimes I let the pictures lead me. It says to me, 

'You need less of yourself on the left', or, 'there should be less blue'. 'Eliminate the blue'."55  

Barbara Rose describes Frankenthaier as essentially an intuitive and a natural painter and not 

an intellectual one. 

ibid. 
14  ibid; pS. 
55  Frankenthaler, Helen; Prints 196 1-1979; Harper & Row; New York; 1980; p16. 
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A common desire to understand and express an inner self and feeling in these artists' work is 

clearly articulated. A common concern about gender is apparent. Chicago emphasised the 

struggle and concerns she experienced as a woman and artist living in a patriarchal Western 

Christian culture. For O'Keeffe, her concern was more a personal struggle for self identity, a 

struggle to release herself from a masculine dominance. Frankenthaler's companions, like 

O'Keeffe's, were highly regarded male artists and critics. Male critics admired in her work 

an innovative technique but the thoughts and intent of the artist were ignored. Green believes 

that an innovative critical dialogue is needed. A dialogue which associates the painting 

process with the process of self awareness and points to "humanities collective unconscious". 

Each of the artists acknowledged and applied their formal learning skills in their work. For 

them, painting became a language that enabled them to formulate and express their self 

concerns and life experience. However, I would argue that the formalist painting language 

was articulated by a male principle logic which did not consider, understand or misrepresented 

the female principle. 

For me the issue of gender politics elaborates a fascinating dichotomy around the principle of 

the relationship of opposites that do not exist without each other. The formal language of 

painting is all about contrast and balance. So is life about contrast and balance. Thus, I would 

argue that the evident split in values in our patriarchal Western Christian culture has created a 

pattern of thought that infiltrates and effects an intellectual, social, economic, political and 

moral perception that denigrates the principle of the relationship of opposites. This brings 

about positive and negative extremes in attitudes and behaviour. This also points to the 

struggle that women artists experience. In Western culture today there is an obvious large 

and powerful human trend (the New Age) which is attempting to seek "spiritual 

enlightenment" and knowledge embodied in Eastern and hdigenous cultures. Each of us, 

male and female, are affected by both a general world consciousness and a personal individual 

consciousness. 
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I have struggled to identify the dichotomy from both viewpoints. I realised that the struggle in 

my painting process was directly related to my Western conditioning. I identified with the 

same struggle that other women artists and writers experienced. These women gave me 

courage, strength, a freedom and a sense of self. This enabled me to continue to pursue, 

in my own way, the challenge to embody my feelings and thoughts in a visual language. At 

the same time, I have become aware of and accept that the dichotomy is within self as well as 

in other human beings, animals, nature, life and beyond. My painting process continues to 

explore the principle of the relationship of opposites. It searches to find a meaningful way to 

visually embody my understanding of an harmonic construction and integration of the 

masculine principle and feminine principle in self. I keep in mind my aim to be simple, 

free, wise and true. 



STAGE 3 

TRANSITION -Il 

Exploration: 

"This above all, to thine own self be true, and it follows as the night the day, thou canst not 

then be false to any man."56  

Let me think about breath. Breath is the lifèfbrce. Without breath ifè does not exist. 

Through meditation one can learn the art of connecting with the breath. Actions, thoughts, 

emotions, do not exist in this state. Breath is the focus. Breath, the lifèfbrce, is you, it is me, 

it is an animal, a bird, a tree, a flower. It is connected to earth, the sun, the moon, the water, 

the wind, the air, all of nature. Breath flows naturally. Nature nurtures breath. Breath 

nurtures nature. To breathe is to be alive.  57 

I remembered being told sit with nature, you will find your answer. 

I sat with the Darwin sunsets. Afterwards, I made a series of small water colour impressions. 

In the act of painting the same colours seemed to connect with both earth and the sunset 

Perhaps, the feeling experienced in the act of painting could be describe as a feeling of 

merging with nature. At the same time, I made two small abstract acrylic paintings. I used 

complimentary colours blue and orange. They were a pair of opposites. I called the painting 

Woman. An unconscious influence of Georgia O'Keeffe's and Helen Frankenthaler's work 

was evident. 

I sat with nature in the Kimberley where I made a decision to let go of some unmanageable 

activities in my life. The decision coincided with a decision in the painting process "to let go 

of stretcher frames, of brushes, of squares and circles."55  Frankenthaler' s bold, fresh, gestural 

56  Burden Tower, Virginia; The Process of Intuition; The Theosophical Publishing House; Wheaton; 
Second edition 1987; p26 (Polonius). 
57  Vipond, Patricia; Note Book; Darwin, May 1996. 
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drawing style paintings on unprimed, unstretched canvas reminded me of the gesture of my 

earlier pastel and acrylic drawings on paper. I was inspired to experiment with acrylic paint 

on unprimed, unstretched canvas. I produced a series of five paintings. The structure, gesture, 

colour and form of these paintings I like to prescribe to the subliminal influence of the 

Darwin sunsets and the trip to the Kimberley. Furthermore, it was apparent that the paintings 

related to an earlier experience of "the sharing of a bush block down the track". 9  The 

paintings were exhibited in a group show called The Campsite. 

(Colour Plates 27,28,29,30,31). 

To begin the series of paintings I decided to lightly staple a piece of canvas 1. 170 x 1.940 

metres on a low table. I soaked the canvas with water and poured colours directly from the 

tin. I raised and lowered the board which controlled the flow and direction of the paint. I also 

used rollers, sponges and towels. I realised that the method allowed the painting gesture to 

relax and move at will. The challenge to work with the immediacy of unprimed, unstretched 

canvas on a flat surface was a refreshing change. The paint flowed. The struggle disappeared. 

It was a joy to work. The dynamics of colour and form were explored, uninhibited by an 

imposing structure. In four of the paintings the choice of colour was unconscious. The 

integrity of the surfaces conveyed the idea of colour space. Shape, direction of flows, 

temperature, tone, proportion and extension, saturation, juxtaposition of hues, complementary 

and simultaneous contrasts, integrated harmoniously. The canvasses loosely hanging, 

conveyed a sense of fluidity and freedom. I felt I had effected in Auerbach words "a sense of 

corporeal reality with thin paint and bright colours like Matisse" and a surface effect that 

would "emit light and could be looked through".6°  

The fifth painting of the series entitled Life Being conveyed a horizontal reference in 

contrast to the vertical reference that the other four paintings conveyed. Before I commenced 

u Vipond, Patricia, A Diaristic Narrative of a Painting Process, Appendix, p97. 
ibid. 

60  Hughes, Robert; Frank Auerbach; Thames & Hudson Ltd., 1990; p  86 
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the painting, I thought about the colour symbolism of the six energy centres, the chakras in 

relation with Kandinsky's, Itten's and Preston's formal colour theories. The first gesture was a 

vertical, dark, diagonal form which was dissected at the centre by another similar vertical 

form. Colour areas which I deliberately chose were poured in an horizontal direction. In 

relation to the (irc/e of Self the opaque yellow, orange and red areas symbolised thought, 

feeling and physical qualities. In contrast, the transparent areas of green, blue and crimson 

symbolised instinctual qualities. A dash of red which extended into the deep green area 

connected to yellow and was surrounded by a veil of transparent blue. It is interesting to 

think of this as perhaps an image of self in relationship to the universe. Perhaps it could be 

described as the balancing point, the integration of the external internal dynamic. 

A dommant thread connected the five paintings. This was an area of bright yellow which 

seemed to engage a focus. In relation to the Circle ofSelfyellow is in the east direction. It 

is a symbol of the structure of the painting. It is thought, the state of mind; mental, the state 

of being; the masculine principle of self; the element of nature, air; illumination and light, 

the state of awareness. In the practice of hatha yoga yellow is related to the solar plexus. 

Breath is inhaled and exhaled from the solar plexus. The yellow area in each painting could 

be described as an "axis of consciousness", a balancing point. It could be the connection and 

separation point between the active, warm, physical colours - orange and red and the passive, 

cool, instinctive colours - green, blue and violet. 

In the next series of paintings I began to explore, in particular, colour contrasts in relation to 

feeling. I worked with active feelings of anger, passion and aggression in one painting and 

passive feelings of sadness and serenity in another. The palette was simple. For the active 

feelings I chose red, a warm temperature colour and yellow. In contrast, for the passive 

feelings I chose blue, a cool temperature colour and yellow. Yellow was a symbol, "the axis 

of consciousness" the point of balance, in each painting. I entitled the "red" painting 

Dynamic, and the "blue" painting Tranquil. (Colour Plates 32,33). 
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In Dynamic an horizontal flow of opaque bright yellow spread off the edges of the canvas. 

Warm transparent stains of red merged with the top and lower edge of yellow becoming 

lighter tones of orange. The red stains became deeper and darker as they approached the top 

and bottom edge of the canvas. Horizontal pours of opaque red created an obvious separation 

between the darkness of the stain at the top and bottom. The shift in tones of red balanced the 

yellow and at the same time effected a surface physicality and shifts in space. 

In Tranquil the horizontal flow of yellow was a narrow rhythmic line. Where opaque light 

blue merged with the line, green was apparent. A transparent surface of green and deeper 

blue spread to the top and bottom edge of the canvas. Subtle horizontal shifts between green 

and blue occurred until the top and bottom edges were predominantly a dark deep blue. The 

subtle extension of the blue green transparent surface controlled the activity of the narrow 

flow of opaque yellow. In contrast, the yellow became gentle and controlled an otherwise 

uncertain space. 

Dynamic could be described as characteristic of the masculine principle and Tranquil, the 

feminine principle. As a pair, they could describe the principle of the relationship of opposites 

or an example of an harmonic integration of the external internal dynamic. 

For these paintings I used a painter's drop sheet which I realised was more porous than the 

canvas I used previously. I decided to size the next sheet with a clear glaze to limit the water 

absorption. In this next painting I wanted to express my concern about aggression. It 

proposed to be a provocation of an explosion of corruption, a total disharmony and break-

down at the Thxis of consciousness", the point of balance. I poured a wash of red which 

became an elongated curvaceous transparent shape spreading to the edges, in parts. I merged 

a transparent wash of black with the edge of the shape and continued to move the black to the 

edge of the canvas. The black connected with the red at a central upper point. At this point, I 

poured a yellow flow directly from the can, raised the board, enabling the flow to move to the 
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outer red edge. I continued to work at the central point. Direct pours of opaque red, orange, 

yellow and black merged, broke up and dispersed. The physicality of the surface became 

engaging with contrasts of colour, shape, line, tone and texture. Soft, gentle, light transparent 

areas contrasted with bold, strong opaque areas. The painting was describing a dichotomy. I 

called it Fervent. (Colour Plate 34). 

The next painting Connection (Colour Plate 35) could be simply described as an exercise in 

vertical bands of stain with primary colours, red yellow and blue. However, narrow opaque 

pours of colour created edges and shifts into the three transparent stained areas. The central 

stain band which I will describe as "blue" contrasted and separated or connected to 

predominantly red boundaries. The red bands were broken up by thin opaque and transparent 

pours of yellow. The contrasts in tone and texture broke the otherwise rigidity of the vertical 

bands. A surface physicality, a depth, balance and movement was evident. 

The following painting Transit (Colour Plate 36) broke away from the thread of yellow and 

thus, separated from the other paintings. I worked with pours of blues, greens and violets - a 

cool palette. The pours merged and moved creating contrasting shapes, also transparent and 

opaque areas. An edge of an area or shape was defined by a tonal contrast of narrow 

horizontal opaque pours, almost calligraphic in appearance. The contrasts of tone, texture, 

line and shapes broke up the space. There was a surface physicality of depth, movement and 

space. 

In contrast with the earlier paintings Dynamic and Tranquil which have an horizontal 

reference symbolic of a landscape, these three vertical paintings reference a figurative symbol. 

Referring to the Circle ojSelf and the external internal dynamic, Fervent characterised the 

masculine principle and Transit the feminine principle. Together they could be discussed as a 

relationship of opposites. It is interesting that Connection sits in between. Perhaps this 

painting could be described as the balancing point between the two paintings. It has both 

active and passive qualities. 
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STAGE 3 

TRANSITION -III 

Connection: 

I had now come to the stage in my painting process when I was ready to make a final series 

of work. I considered the size and shape of the canvas. I liked the length of the former 

paintings but I felt inhibited by the width. To me the idea of "a rhythm that rules both the 

outward and inward world" was still unresolved in the painting process. I began to get a feel 

for size by experimenting with smaller pieces of canvas which I placed on a piece of plastic 

on the floor. I noticed that during these early experiments the flow of paint which spread 

beyond the edges made interesting shapes. I wanted to contain and connect these shapes. To 

do this I placed a larger piece of canvas underneath. Because of the fluidity of the technique 

and working on the floor, I realised that I could make a link between the two pieces of canvas. 

I called the method floor and fluid technique. Furthermore, I liked the idea that the top piece 

could be a symbol of the external dynamic of the Circle of Se/f and the underneath piece, a 

symbol of the internal dynamic. This helped me to detenrnne the size. I thought about a 

general human scale and made the top piece 48 x 72 inches. The underneath piece would be 

12 inches larger all round. 

I made several experiments with smaller scale versions of two pieces of canvas. I manipulated 

the smaller piece with ease. Thus, I could direct and intersect the pours of colour. I could also 

inter-relate and connect the top and underneath pieces and incorporate the natural canvas. The 

external internal dynamic was balancing and integrating harmoniously in a simple, free 

maimer. However, when I worked on the desired scale it was too large to manipulate and 

control the flow of paint. In the process the top piece separated from the underneath piece 

and became two paintings. I called the top piece Pain and Passion. (Colour Plate 37). 

However, a clear image of the top piece had emerged on the underneath piece. A space 
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appeared behind the frame image. Shapes also appeared at the edge as a result of the 

overflow of washes. As well, washes of colours had merged and created a contrast of shapes 

within the frame. Could it be that the frame suggested the idea of a spatial structure. The 

floor and fluid technique had manifested shapes and colour areas. It, indeed, provoked some 

thought. (Colour Plate 38). 

Because I was choosing colours at random in the experimental pieces, I decided at this stage 

to arrange and synthesise a pure colour formula using the floor and fluid technique. I would 

then apply the formula in the process of the final series of paintings. I worked with the range 

of consecutive spectrum colours. I associated the colours with a formal theoiy of colour so 

that I could distinguish more effectively the physiological and psychological qualities of the 

colours. I made twelve, single, vertical pieces of canvas, 70 x 22 inches which I associated 

with a symbolic numbering system Three pieces made a square. I worked with three pieces 

at a time in the following sequence: 

I. yellow / yellow orange / orange red; 

orange red / red / red blue; 

purple / blue purple / blue; 

blue green / green / green yellow. 

Direct colours were poured vertically onto a saturated surface. Each piece was raised and 

lowered, dispersing the paint. Areas of saturated and transparent colour created contrasts in 

tone, texture and form. The contrast in the character of colours became evident. The pieces 

loosely hanging together became a horizontal painting. The painting which I called Self-

realisation (Colour Plate 39) could be described, in formal terms, as a figurative landscape. 

I then began working on two paintings together, each with two pieces of canvas of the 

designated scale which I will now refer to as a set of canvas. On one set I chose to work 

with the colours red and yellow to explore orange. On the other set I chose the colours blue 

and yellow to explore green. I was wary of my previous experience when the two pieces of 
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canvas separated. I was conscious of the frame impression that the top piece had made to the 

underneath piece. As a result, my gesture became tentative about the relationship of the two 

pieces of canvas. Also, a desire to control the jloor and fluid technique became evident. 

Once again the two pieces separated. The top piece had clearly established a frame on the 

underneath piece which was problematic. 

Worked stopped on these paintings while I attended to an exhibition of some of my work in 

progress. The exhibition which I entitled Insights gave me an opportunity to critically 

review my painting process and methodology. The paintings and drawings clearly conveyed 

the transition that had taken place in technique and fonnat. A statement in the catalogue 

suggested that "my more recent work has departed from geometry to allow the work to breathe 

and become a living expression of thought, action intent and deed. 

A critical analysis of the work in the exhibition made me realise that if I continued to work 

with colour in a formal, objective, analytical manner, then in fact, I was not only belying my 

aim but also, again inhibiting the gesture. I could therefore understand why the gesture had 

become tentative which caused a desire to control the floor and fluid technique. I made a 

decision to abandon the constraints and rules of formal colour theory, thereby releasing the 

desire to control the two pieces of canvas. 

I began to work again on the first set of canvas. I played and pushed the floor and fluid 

technique to the limit. Together, the surfaces became very rich in contrasts of textures and 

forms. Direct opaque pours of colour contrasted and merged with transparent, fluid, swirling, 

uncontrolled mixtures of colour. I called it The Leather Piece. (Colour Plate 40). When 

the pieces were separated they became incomplete. This time the impression of the frame of 

the top piece on the underneath piece exposed a strong definite contrast. The painting seemed 

to be talking about a separation between a light internal space and a dark external space. How 

could I make the idea of a connecting thread between the exiernal internal dynamic work in 
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the underneath painting and maintain the reference of the top piece? I decided to think of the 

top piece simply as a tool. A construction tool which I could move about in the process of the 

painting. In this way I would define a spatial structure on the underneath piece. 

On the second set of canvas I made an impulsive decision to make a cut to the top piece 

which I thought would reveal and link the gesture, structure, colour and form. The forms of 

the top piece directed the cutting process. I moved each cut-out piece to the outer edge of the 

underneath piece. Immediately the two pieces connected and became one painting. Finally, 

in my painting practice, I realised that I had visually embodied the idea of "a rhythm that rules 

both the inward and outward worlds." I had made a link between the external internal 

dynamic of the Circle of self I had integrated structure, gesture, colour and form. I called the 

painting The Green Figure. (Colour Plate 41). However, I was concerned about the 

introduction of a collage technique. 

Nevertheless, the collage technique became effective in the next painting which I called 

Pattern. (Colour Plate 42). 1 thought about traditional water colour painting which to me 

conveys subtle, gentle, soft and transparent qualities. I poured very light washes of crimson, 

purple, lemon yellow and red ochre. The top piece moved about with each wash suggesting a 

spatial structure. The colour flows interacted with each other and the two pieces of canvas. 

Suggestions of shapes appeared. These shapes gave direction to the cutting process of the top 

piece. Pours of narrow, opaque, flowing lines of pale pink and blue, not unlike calligraphic 

marks, emphasised an edge and shape. The pours seemed to harmoniously connect and move. 

This suggested the idea to move the cut-out shapes about and to eliminate others. Darker, 

transparent purple, crimson and green shapes contrasted and merged with lighter soft pinks, 

violet and green. The washes and shapes interacted with the natural canvas. The contrasts in 

texture and tone suggested passive and active areas. Distinct vertical rhythmic forms moved 

forward and back but still contained by the structure. A surface physicality, movement and 

depth was evident. 
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Despite the fact that Pattern successfully materialised my aim, I was more concerned about 

using a collage technique to achieve this. After all, I was wanting to eliminate complexity and 

concentrate on simplicity. I wanted to maintain Hans Hoffman's view that "the ability to 

simplify means to eliminate the unnecessary so the necessary may speak."61  I was wanting to 

manifest a surface physicality which conveyed an inner feeling by means of the contrast of 

colour space. By introducing collage, I was introducing an external material means which was 

in fact a contradiction to my process. 

With this concern in mind I commenced the next set of canvas. I decided to use the same 

palette as Pattern. I realised that if! wanted to effect a feeling of simplicity then I would 

need to adopt a patient attitude towards the floor and fluid technique. I poured light washes 

of colour. After each pour I allowed the canvas to dry. Then I moved the top piece and 

poured the next wash of colour. Vertical and horizontal shifts in structure and colour became 

evident. To create a shape I made one definite, vertical, central cut to the top piece. The two 

pieces were positioned respectively, to the edge of the underneath piece. I poured a light 

wash of red ochre. A shape like a boomerang appeared. I moved the top pieces about. The 

process of pouring washes continued interspersed with thin rhythmic pours of pure hue which 

merged with the washes. Shapes began to intersect and interact. Colour contrasts of tone, 

texture, and temperature integrated with the contrasting areas produced by the shifts in 

structure. A surface physicality, space, movement, depth and dynamic vertical forms became 

evident. I called the painting Courage. (Colour Plate 43). 

In the process I realised that the floor and fluid technique allowed me to totally embrace the 

material and process. Perhaps the experience could be describe similarly to a meditation, like 

observing one's breath. As the top pieces moved about and washes were poured other 

boomerang shapes appeared and interacted with each other. In other words, contrasts of 

61  Hofhian, Hans; ( Search for the Real); who said what when. A Chronological Dictionary of 
Quotations; Bloomsbury Publishing Ltd, London; 1988; p254 12-463. 
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structure, colour and form began to weave together and integrate in harmony guided by the 

gesture. Again, I would like to emphasise the idea that a higher level of consciousness 

(unconscious) was operating in the act of painting. Also, the top piece, the tool, played an 

integral part. I could now let it go. The link between the external internal dynamic of the 

('ircie of Self had materialised in the underneath piece. My concern about introducing a 

collage technique was eliminated. I realised that Courage had a surface effect which 

emitted light and could be looked through, also "a sense (optical) of corporeal reality with thin 

paint and bright colours".'2  

The next set of canvas followed the same process as Courage. However, the sequence of 

light colour washes changed. The cut curved upwards from a central point at the bottom edge 

of the canvas to a central point at the right edge. It distinguished two similar rhythmic forms 

which contrasted in hue and temperature. Because of the transparency of the surface, the 

shifts of the top piece became visible, defining an edge. At the same time, a contrast in hue, 

temperature and tone defmed an illusory space and vertical, horizontal shifts in structure. The 

structure and forms dissolved and were restored by warm hues that advanced and cool ones 

that retreated. I called the painting Assert. (Colour Plate 44). On the one hand, the active 

characteristics of the positive space, the fonns, in contrast to the passive characteristics of the 

negative space, structure, could relate to the idea of a "split in self'. On the other hand, 

structure, colour, gesture and form weaved together and integrated. In this case, the painting 

would be describing the principle of the relationship of opposites. The masculine principle 

and feminine principle balanced and integrated in harmony. In other words the external 

internal dynamic of the Circle of Self had materialised. 

The natural canvas was saturated in the process of the last two paintings, in the next set of 

canvas I wanted to incorporate it in the composition. To obtain a surface effect that 

distinguished a shift in structure for each colour I made the washes heavier. I worked with 

62  Hughes, Robert, Frank Auerbach; Thames & Hudson Ltd. ,London,. 1990486. 
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hues of blue, purple, green and hermitage. I began with a wash of blue, shifted the top piece 

and poured the next wash. The final wash was green. I made a central vertical rhythmic cut. 

Using the same colour sequence, I positioned the top piece in a diagonal direction and opened 

the cut to expose a small area on the underneath. I poured a wash of blue over the exposed 

area. I followed the same process with the other colours and continued to change the position 

of the top piece. The horizontal, vertical and diagonal shifts in structure allowed the 

transparent surface of hues to contrast, merge and define forms. The natural canvas became 

one with the interactions of hues. The structure which defined edges and tonal shifts knitted 

the shapes together. The vertical rhythmic stronger forms of hues receded and advanced and 

made a connection and movement with the structure. I called the painting Reflect. 

(Colour Plate 45). 

The process of the painting Reflect made me question the validity of the cut to the top piece 

to define a definite fonm After all, the shifts of the top piece together with the contrast of 

washes of hue and the natural canvas interacted and made shapes of colours on the underneath 

piece. The shapes of colour could be called "shapes of feeling". I realised that the idea of 

imposing a form was once again, a constraint of formal theory. This questioning, 

enlightened a method which enabled me to explore the feminine principle and a subjective 

view in the painting process. 

I thought about the Circle of Self and the experience of performing in a ceremonial circle. I 

decided to work with four sets of canvas together. Each set and primary hue would symbolise 

the characteristics of a direction of the Circle of Self as follows: yellow, east; red, south; 

blue, west; hermitage (crimson), north. The top piece was placed in a central position on the 

underneath piece. An intense wash of each hue was applied to a set. This process established 

the colour reference. Then each top piece was moved in a clockwise direction to the next 

underneath piece and positioned in a circular, diagonal formation. The colour of the top piece 

indicated the next wash that was to be applied to each set. The process continued in this 
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manner until each top piece registered with its original underneath piece. A final wash of the 

selected primary hue re-established the central original placement of the top piece. In the 

process each set began to define different and individual contrasts between structure, colour, 

gesture and form. To emphasise the different contrasts and individuality, I continued to work 

on each set separately. Not only was I wanting to integrate and balance the dynamic of 

painting iii the individual paintings, but also, I wanted the paintings together to do so 

When the paintings were hanging together, I noted with interest that the two which 

syinbolised the external dynamic of the Circle of Self made reference to the diagonal shifts 

of the top piece and suggested another structure. However, the other two paintings which 

symbolised the internal dynamic of the Circle of Se/f made reference to a central structure 

only, despite the same process. Viewed at a distance, I noticed with concern, in particular, the 

external dynamic  paintings that there was the appearance of a definite external/internal 

contrast. The outer edges seemed almost black and impenetrable in parts. At the same time, 

the drips and mergings of colour with the raw canvas seemed to be trapped in a strong central 

barrier and became disconnected from the rest of the painting. I felt that the paintings needed 

to be simplified to convey more clearly the integration of structure, colour, form and gesture. 

However, I was concerned about the on-going process with the floor and fluid technique. 

I realised that the decision to pour an intense wash of hue at the beginning of the process "not 

to get lost", dictated an on-going process. The surfaces had been saturated several times with 

intense washes of hue. Thus, they became darker in parts and seemed to lose the gentle, light, 

transparent quality that the earlier paintings conveyed. 

Considering the outcome, it could be said that the thought process again was controlling the 

gesture. But then I realised that I hadn't experienced that "orgasmic" moment when I released, 

let go and allowed a higher consciousness (unconscious) to take over in the painting process. 

In other words, to reach a stage in the act of painting when the painting itself begins to guide 

the gesture. For this reason I was able to accept that the structure, colour, form and gesture of 
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the paintings seemed to be tentative, in conflict and unresolved. 

On reflection, I believe that this confrontation in my painting process was linked with my 

process of self awareness. A change in my personal circumstance presented a situation which 

offered an opportunity to bring my painting practice and writing together, along with the 

responsibility of day to day living. I began to feel feelings of relief, calmness, courage and 

freedom. It was positive energy. I was beginning to accept my self-woman. It did not mean 

that I would no longer experience negative feelings of fear, frustration, intense pain and 

conflict. The wisdom learned was an awareness and acceptance that life is about positive and 

negative contrasts of feelings, thoughts, actions and deeds. I realised that in my painting 

practice, the visual embodiment of an harmonious integration was the construction and 

balance of the positive and negative contrasts of colour space. 

I worked again with the paintings. It was an humbling experience to realise that they were 

"mirrors of truth". I called: yellow-east direction, An Illumination; red-south direction, 

An Innocence; blue-west direction, Flamingo; hermitage (crimson)-north direction, Snow 

and a Vase of Flowers. (Colour Plates 46,47,48,49). 

I concluded that my painting process was an intellectual process coupled with an instinctual 

process which reflected an intuitive process. An intuitive process invested with the wisdom 

and truth of a practical philosophical view and experience, became on natural unstretched 

canvas visual embodiments, described in a visual language as contrasts of structure, colour, 

form, and gesture. The painted surfaces balanced and integrated in harmony. They reflected 

contrasts of feeling, thought, physicality and instinct. They could be described as: a 

representation of nature; a symbol of self-the microcosm; a symbol of the cosmos-the 

macrocosm. 
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STAGE 4 

INTEGRATION 

Once you are beyond the pain and effort there is something uplifling and pleasing in i'hat 
you are being given.63  

The next five sets of canvas complete the series of paintings for the final Exhibition. At this 

stage in the process having established the significance of the top piece as a tool, I proceeded 

to abandon myself to the full range of methods attributable to the floor and fluid technique. 

I made a decision to surrender to a higher consciousness (unconscious). My aim was to allow 

the gesture to bring about a surface integrity that revealed in the contrasts of structure colour 

and form an inner wisdom and truth in a free and simple maimer. I formally describe the 

paintings in the sequence that they were made as follows: 

View I (Colour Plate 50) 

Construction lines and fracture define a strong structure that exposes deep shallow and floating 

spatial relations. The surface transparency distinguishes contrasts of hues, shapes, 

temperature, tone and line that subtly merge in parts. In other parts a warm-cool, light-dark 

contrast emphasises a horizontal- vertical counterpoint. The parallel lines of a lower diagonal 

plane emphasise a horizontal ground, a deep space and tunnelling effect. The tunnelling effect 

is strengthened by a strong tonal contrast of cool blue-violet hue and the natural canvas. The 

front edge of the diagonal plane separates a warm shallow space from the floating and deep 

space. Construction lines are broken by indefinable transparent shapes of warm-cool and 

light-dark contrasts. The shapes float over the whole surface. Small areas of splashes of pure 

ultramarine blue chroma, crimson and deep yellow hold the floating shapes together, inter-

relate and strengthen the spatial structure. The integrity of the transparent surface, subtly 

distinguishes the balance and integration of contrasts of structure, colour, form and gesture; 

active-passive; warm-cool; light-dark; rough-smooth; soft- hard. 

63  Carmean, Jr. E.A.; Frankenthaler, Helen; A Paintings Retrospective; Harry N. Abrams, Inc.; New 
York; 1989; p8. 
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View 2 (Colour Plate 52) 

Strong vertical flows of saturated hues, subtle construction lines and floatmg transparent 

shapes defme deep-shallow, vertical- horizontal spatial relations. Saturated shapes of 

warm and cool hues advance. Semi opaque and transparent dissolving shapes recede into 

warm-cool, active-passive, light-dark, transparent areas. The juxtaposition of an opaque blue 

curvaceous shape with a flow of opaque burnt orange highlights a simultaneous contrast. 

Diagonally opposite, an oval shape of deep yellow chroma counterbalances the advance of the 

blue shape. Similarly, a vertical narrow opaque pour of blue-black, attached in part to the 

yellow shape, highlights a complementary contrast and suggests a warm-cool vertical division 

in the painting. Warm red-orange hue extends to the right upper edge of the painting and 

cool green-blue hue extends to the right upper and lower edge. Again, a simultaneous 

contrast occurs where another flow of opaque burnt orange merges with the top of the flow 

of saturated blue-black. At the top right there is a vertical-horizontal counterpoint of light 

transparent-dark opaque, warm crimson-orange. This balances with a diagonally opposite, 

contrasting, active, transparent-opaque, cool-warm, blue-green-crimson corner. Also, a mirror 

image comes into effect. At the centre left, a construction line defines a vertical contrast. It 

becomes an edge between a light, transparent, burnt orange receding space and a dark, 

transparent, blue green, advancing space. At the centre right, a construction line is dissolved 

by a semi-opaque, burnt orange, warm, advancing shape. The interior edge is outlined by a 

narrow flow of crimson chroma. The integrity of the transparent and opaque surface, 

highlights strong active-passive contrasts of defmed and dissolving shapes and hue. 

Vertical flows of hue intercede, strengthening the structure's dynamic and balance with the 

dominating forms. Transparent, soft, passive, warm areas and dark, active, cool areas act as a 

counterbalance. The painting surface has an immediacy, a depth, a life and balance. 

Spin (Colour Plate 52) 

Subtle horizontal-vertical counterpoints of light-dark tones, opaque-transparent textures and 

contrasts in warm-cool hues are strengthened by advancing or receding edges of fluid vertical 
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forms. These contrasts bring into play a spatial structure which defines shifts in planes and 

passages into deeper spaces. Contrasting light-dark, warm-cool, opaque-transparent, shapes 

and vertical flows, advance and dissolve in and out of the spatial structure. A central narrow 

rhythmic vertical flow of yellow ochre tint extends out from a small complementary deep 

purple black oval shape. The dynamic of this contrast suggests a division between the warm 

advancing space on the right and the cool receding space on the left. The yellow ochre tint 

reacts with a form of saturated raw umber and radiates a translucent glow before it merges 

with a darker shade of transparent yellow ochre. It contrasts with an opaque shade of 

yellow ochre making a vertical edge. The raw umber form appears to balance on the edge, 

receding and projecting forward. A vertical-horizontal counterpoint of light-dark transparent 

yellow ochre confines the raw umber shape. Further to the right lower edge, a subtle 

vertical-horizontal counterpoint of dark warm blue-green transparent wash stabilises the 

light advancing transparent space of yellow ochre. The horizontal edge of opaque yellow 

ochre dissolves into a shape made by a vertical pour of red ochre. At the top right active 

corner there is a subtle vertical-horizontal counterpoint of transparent cool violet tint and 

shades of warm yellow and red ochre. The saturated red ochre pour merges and diminishes 

with a saturated drip of yellow ochre. The top horizontal edge is broken by a transparent 

dark blue-green form that spreads out into a light aqua shape which moves left to join the 

cool division. Diagonally opposite, a saturated purple shape strengthens a passive 

vertical-horizontal counterpoint of transparent warm-cool tints of crimson, red ochre and blue 

green. Washes of cool crimson and blue-green merge and spread, manifesting light-dark 

tonal shifts. Like the purple shape, a shape of saturated crimson and blue green with a speck 

of yellow ochre stabilises the left side. An edge of both shapes becomes a vertical-horizontal 

counterpoint, the crimson with an opaque pour of palest of pink and the blue-green with a 

transparent wash of palest of blue-violet. The palest of pink opaque pour also defmes a 

vertical edge with cool transparent violet. Violet is broken by mergings of yellow ochre and 

splatters of saturated violet; one of which is the oval purple shape where the narrow yellow 
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ochre flow emerges. The integrity of the surface contains a complexity of active-passive 

contrasts of vertical-horizontal counterpoints, shapes, edges, flows, imes, temperature, tone, 

texture and complementary hues. Together, they re-act, inter-act, minor, counterbalance and 

balance. Despite the complex, rich, active qualities of colour contrasts, the colour space 

gently and subtly balances and harmoniously integrates structure, colour, form and gesture. 

Rums (Colour Plate 53) 

Contrasts of hue, tone, temperature and shapes emphasise vertical and horizontal spatial 

structures and shifts in spatial relations. A vertical-horizontal central stain of red ochre and a 

lighter stain of yellow and orange, makes an edge and a space of natural canvas. The space 

acts like a doorway in and out of the picture plane. A light stain of bright yellow cuts across 

the natural canvas becoming a lower receding horizontal boundary. The horizontal boundary 

shifts and advances as red ochre shapes and deep blue-green stain and shapes make an edge 

with a light vertical violet space which recedes beyond the natural canvas space. Red ochre 

splashes extend to the right and break up the natural canvas into light-dark, active-passive 

shapes. The red ochre shapes move across the violet space and merge with darker, blue-green 

shapes of an external advancing space. The space's edge is created by the contrast of light 

violet and dark green-blue stain. Similarly, on the left a contrast of light violet and green-blue 

makes an external vertical boundary. The boundary of green-blue dissolves as it spreads 

across the stain of orange. Shapes of dispersing and merging shapes of a light yellow green 

advance into the yellow-orange stain. A horizontal edge and shift in plane is made by a stain 

of blue-green which softens and breaks up at the lower corner. The edge of orange stain is 

emphasised and at the same time recedes into the natural canvas space. Cool-warm, light-dark 

transparent complementary hues interact with the natural canvas. Strong structural contrasts 

emphasise and control advancing and receding movements of shapes and shifts in space. The 

integrity of the transparent surface defines strong spatial structure references that balance and 

integrate the surfaces activity and passivity. There is a sense of extension and movement 
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beyond the picture plane. Simple warm-cool, light-dark, merging, spreading and moving 

shapes, balance and integrate hannoniously in and out of the spatial structure. 

Garden (Colour Plate 54) 

A saturated central vertical shape of orange advances from the surface. The top left edge of 

the opaque orange shape then recedes into a transparent, dark, tonal mixture of red ochre and 

yellow ochre wash. This area is contained by a vertical-horizontal counterpoint of light 

blue-green opaque tint. The light- dark, warm-cool, opaque-transparent contrasts create a 

spatial shift. The light hue recedes; the warm hue advances. The light blue opaque space 

contrasts with a muddy semi- transparent yellow ochre stain making a top right vertical-

horizontal edge. The contrast is emphasised by transparent dark-light, cool-warm, merging 

and dissolving shapes of green, red ochre and ultramarine blue. The natural canvas also inter-

acts and strengthens the light dark contrasts and creates a floating space of shapes. At a central 

point, highlighted by a narrow rhythmic flow of crimson hue and a smaller flow of 

ultramarine, the opaque light blue-green surface becomes transparent blue. A wash of yellow 

ochre breaks the flow of transparent blue and moves across and underneath the orange form. 

It dissolves at a vertical-horizontal counterpoint of natural canvas and a mid-tone of 

transparent ochre green. Below this point, an horizontal edge is formed by a tonal contrast of 

dark advancing semi-transparent and light receding transparent burnt yellow hue. The flow 

of transparent light blue creates a vertical edge and receding spatial shift. The light blue space 

opens and spreads. It is contained by a horizontal flow of yellow ochre which merges into a 

flow of transparent, light orange stain. A subtle shift in tone distinguishes another structural 

shift. Saturated splashes of complementary ultramarine blue balance and connect the activity 

of shapes. This actively contrasting lower right corner is counter-balanced by a warm passive 

opposite corner. A central spreading splash of deep green wash, inter-acts and reacts with the 

tonal changes of yellow ochre. It is held in place by the strong vertical edge of the orange 

advancing form. Broken threads of green weave vertically across and merge at the left outer 

edge. As it moves to the top right corner, the green becomes passive and recedes. A subtle 
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vertical-horizontal counterpoint of saturated red ochre and muddy transparent green 

distinguishes an advancing and receding shift in the spatial structure. This is highlighted by 

areas of contrasting light-dark, warm-cool shapes with the natural canvas. Again a rhythmic 

narrow flow of saturated ultramarine holds the corner together. A rhythmic narrow flow and 

small oval splashes of saturated purple, on the opposite top right corner, counter-balance the 

activity. Colour contrasts, warm-cool, light-dark, opaque-transparent, complementary, 

simultaneous, shape, saturation, juxtaposition, proportion and extension, control the colour 

space. Structure, colour, gesture and form, balance and integrate in harmony. 
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Thought, Jèeling, instinct, physicality 
Structure, colour, gesture 

Natural neutral Jirm 
Technique, tools 

Gathered in the process. 

Iruth, simplicity, wisdom, freedom 
Defined, understood 

Emphasised, eliminated 
Accepted, released. 

Responsible, knowing 
Simple, free 

Alive, breathe, flow 
Be. 

Enlightenment 
An introspective view 

An exploration ojjèeling 
An instinctive resolve 

Contrast, conflict 
Harmony 

Balanced duality 
Form 

Manfès1 

View] (cp 50) 
View2 (cp5l) 
Spin (cp 52) 
Ruin "cp 53) 
Garden (cp 54) 

Stories 
Wise 
True 

Simple 
Free64  

64  Vipond, Patricia; A Diraristic Narrative of the Painting Process; Appendix; p101. 
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SUMMARY 

The surface integrity of each painting conveys an individual effect and draws an individual 

response. For me each painting is a symbolic representation of the Circle of Self I like to 

relate the paintings to a description of 'self' provided by T.S. Eliot in his poem 

"Burnt Norton": 

At the still point oJthe turning world. Neither flesh nor fleshless; 
Neither from nor towards, at the still point, there the dance is, 

But neither arrest nor movement. And do not call itfixity, 
Where past and future are gathered. Neither movement from nor towards, 

Neither ascent nor decline. Except/or the point, the still point, 
There would be no dance, and there is only the dance.6  

I believe that my painting process has been one that is described by Judy Chicago as moving 

"through the flower." A process that can lead us to a place where we can express our 

humanity and values as women "through our work" and in our lives and in so doing, perhaps 

we can also reach across the great gulf between masculine and feminine and gently, tenderly, 

but firmly heal it.66  

French feminist writer Helene Cixous believed that woman must write her self: must write 

about woman and bring women to writing, from which they have been driven away as 

violently as from their bodies - for the same reasons, by the same law, with the same fatal 

goal. Woman must put herself into the text - as into the world and into histoiy - by her own 

movement.67  

My body of work is my response, responsibility and contribution. It is my story. I leave it for 

the reader to decide, whether or not, the paintings convey a "desire for balance: harmonic 

construction and integration". 

65  Eliot, T.S.; The Complete Poems and Plays of T.S.Eliot; Faber & Faber, London;1969; p173. 
66  Chicago, Judy; Through the Flower; Anchor Press/Doubleday;New York; p206. 
67  Cixous, Helene; Utopias; p245. 
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We shall not cease jrom exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 

Will he to arrive where we s/ar/ed 
And know the place for the/Irs! time.68  

68  Eliot, T.S., The Complete Poems and Plays of T.S.Eliot; Faber & Faber, London, 19691  p197. 
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COLOUR PLATES 

1-54 



dh 

I. East,(series 1), 1994, 
acxylie and pastql on paper, 83.5 x 59.3 cm. 

2. South, (series 1), 1994, 
aciylic and pastel on paper, 83.5 x 59.3 cm. 

West, (series 1), 1994, 4. North, (series 1), 1994, 
aeiylic on paper, 83.5 x 59.3 cm. aciylic on paper, 83.5 x 59.3 cm. 
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5. East, (Series 2), 1994, 
aciylic and oil on paper, 122x122cm. 

6. South, (series 2), 1994, 
aexylic and oil on paper, 122x122cm 

7. West, (series 2, 1994, 
aclylic and oil on paper, 122x122cm, 8. North, (series 2, 1994, 

acrylic on paper, 122x122cm, 
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9. DissensIon 1, 1994, 
aciylic on paper, 10005cm. 10. Dissension 2, 1994, 

acrylic on paper, 10005cm. 

11 Dispersion 1, 1994, 
aciylic on paper, 10005ein. 

I 

L 
12. Dispeion 2, 1994, 

uo!ylic on paper, 100x75cm 

k 
t ,  

Tin  
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15. Woman Celebration, 1994, 
acrylic and oil on canvas, 122022cm. 

L 

13. Air Water, 1994, 
acrylic and oil on canvas, 122x122cm. 

14. Earth Fire, 1994, 
acrylic and oil on canvas, 122x122cin. 
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16. Contemplate, 1995, 
pastel on paper, 148x122crn.  

r 

/ -- 

- 

17 Expand, 1995, 
pastel on paper, 148x122cm. 

18. Action, 1995, 
pastel on paper, 148x122cm. 

19. Calm, 1995, 
pastel on paper, I48x122cm. 
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20. Movement, 1995, 
aciylic on paper, 148x122ern. 
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22. Eiite, 1995, 
aciylic on paper, 148x122cm.  

23. Enchant,1995, 
aciylic on paper, 148x122cm. 
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23 Duet 2, 1990, 
acrylic and oil on canvas, 170x170crn. 

24. Duet 1, 1996, 
acylic and oil on canvas, 183x183cm 

ARMA 

26. Jewel, 1996, 
acxylic on canvas, 183x183cni. 

0-, 
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27. Breathe Living, 1996, 

acrylic on canvas, 194x1 17cm. 

29. OutsIde MovIng, 1996, 

28. Dreamtime FantaNiing, 1996, 
acrylic on canvas, 194x 117cm. 

30. Inside Resting, 1996, 

acrylic on canvas, 194x117cm acrylic on canvas, 194x1 17cm. 04 
04 



31 Life Being, 1996, 
acrylic on canvas, 194x1 17cm. 

32. Dynamic, 1996, 33. Tranquil, 1996, 

acrylic on canvas, 206x120cm acrylic on canvas, 206x120cm 



34. Fervent, 1996, 
aciylic on canvas, 206x120cm.  35. Connection, 1990, 

aciylic on canvas, 206x 120cm. 

36. Transit, 1996, 
acrylic on canvas, 206x 120cm. 
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.3/. Pain and Passion, tO1) pIece, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 183x122cm, 

38. Pain and Passion, underneath piece, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152crn. 

c 

I 

39. Self-realization, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 12 pieces, each 17856crn. 
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40. The Leather Piece, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cin. 
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41 The Green Figure, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 

42. Pattern, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 
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43. Courage, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213 152cm 
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44. Aisert, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 

I. 

45. Reflect, 1997-1998, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 
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acrylic on canvas, 213x)52cm. 
47. An Innocence, 1997-1998, 

acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 

48. FJamingo, 1997-1998, 49. Snow andaVase of Flowers, 1997-1998, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 
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46. An IHuminat1on 1997-1998, 



50. View 1, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 

51. View2,I997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 
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52. Spin, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152crn. 

53. Ruins, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 
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54. Garden, 1997, 
acrylic on canvas, 213x152cm. 
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A DL4RISTIC NARRATIVE OF THE PAINTING PROCESS 

The ability to simpljfy means to eliminate the unnecessary so the necessary may 
speak69  

Hans Hofrnan 

INTRODUCTION A spiral. 
Space 

Quarter the circle Movement 
Love of colour Posit compass directions A static circle 
Space, movement, flow. North, south, east, west Without form 
Dynamic of colour, Transpose the directions Without connection. 
React, interact, change. On four pieces of paper (cp 1, 2, 3, 4) 
Together weave. Give names 

Hermitage, red, yellow Four large squares 
Balance Blue. Heavy paper 
Harmony Construct a circle. 
Rhythm Colour speaks Symbol 
Pulse Perspective Square, materiality 
Touch. Movement in space Circle, totality. 

Light to dark 
Desire to connect Dark to light Direction yellow, east 
Instinct, wise Tone (cp 5) 

Action, simple Opposites; contrast Illumination, light 
Thought, true Warm cool Masculine, mental, air 
Feeling, free. Cool warm Aciylic 

Temperature Yellow and purple. 
Sensation of connecting 
Neutral, natural, nature. Struggle 

STAGE 1 Create 
Make four rectangle Movement 
Acrylic and pastel Forms in space 

In a studio space Drawings. Separate, connect 
On the floor Gesture, colour Visually maintain 
Draw a square Move intuitively Circle 
In the square, a circle Around, within Geometric fonnat. 
In the square and circle A geometric format. 

Hoftnann, Hans; (Search for the Real);who said what when, A Chronological Dictionary of 
Quotations;Bloomsbury Publishing Ltd.London1- 1988; p254 2-463. 
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Apply oil Still aerial, global Intuitive, spontaneous 
Build surface Some kind of map. Connect, balance 
Fluidity 1-larmonise 
Depth, contrast Tension, struggle, persists It could be a close up 
Still a static circle Between idea A cross section 
Without form Geometric format Of the square work. 
Like a two dimension Ground Dissension 1 & 2. 
Aerial, global plan. Materials, tools (cp 9 & 10) 

Technique. 
Direction red, south The other two 
(cp 6) Direction hermitage, Release control 
Trust, innocence North (cp 8) Geometric format 
Child, physical, fire Wisdom, inner knowing Play with colour 
Acrylic, underpainting Adult, instinctual, earth. Move paint 
Oil finish Acrylic Forms appear 
Colours red and green. Purple, blue and red Interact, react 

Move, change 
Conscious Apply gold. Circular motion 
Release, let go Work in harmony Thin strips of paper 
Of structure With geometric format Effect a square. 
Circle breaks up Gesture, colour Dispersion I & 2. 
Forms move, separate Forms appear (cp II & 12) 
Connect Attached to edge 
Maintain circle's Or free Colour speaks 
Wholeness. Line creates effect Becomes words 

Of connection, movement Edge, space, form 
Struggle In a circle Movement 
Problems, limitations Life, activity, breath Earth, fire, air, water 
Ground, materials, tools Space. Thought, action, intent 
Applying oil Deed 
Mark making It happens Mind, body, emotion 
Spontaneous gesture. Without oil Instinct 

Without struggle Harmonise 
Depth, contrast, space Freshness Balance. 
Fonns, move, separate Tangibility 
Connect Global, earthbound. Explore colour 
Circle moves Let it be. One, together 
Still a geometric format Tension, clarity 
Aerial, global On four large rectangle The painting guides 
Some kind of map. Heavy sheets Tells story 

Acrylic Is a mirror. 
Direction blue, west Explore contrasts 
(cp 7) Tone, texture Stretch canvas 
Strength, introspection Positive negative space On 4'x 4' frame 
Feminine, emotion, water Line, edge, form. Prime. 
Acrylic, oil A wash of acrylic 
Colours orange and blue. One black and white Bright yellow 

Another blue and orange Is a large yellow oval 
Beyond south, red Pour paint Around the oval, red 
Forms move, separate [)rip Moves 
Float Brushes Sometimes connecting 
Inside, outside circle Mix, move the surface Mixing 
Geometric format Thin strips of paper Meeting other colours 
Disappears Make a line Changing 
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Making another form. Colours merge Expand (cp 17) 
Forms simplify Action (cp 18) 

Strips of canvas Manifest, connect Calm (cp 19) 
Different size pieces Elements, self 
Colours play External internal Acrylic, paper 
Evolve Harmony Large sheets on the floor 
Form, edge, space Earth Fire. (cp 14) Feelings of people 
Movement Places, things. 
Remove strips Black ground Thought is 
Blue makes more forms Void Colour 
More colours Acrylic Gesture 
Break up, move, change Colour Fluidity of parnt 
Raw Form Ground. 
Leave it. Connect together 

Four forms. Release, let go 
Stretch canvas No struggle 
On two 4 x 4 feet frames Apply oil Breathing 
Prime Black ground, forms Living expressions 
One white, one black. Relate Of thought, action, intent 

Stop Deed. 
On white Form of woman Movement (cp 20) 

Bright yellow Emerges from void Oscillate (cp 21) 
Four shapes Dancing Excite (cp 22) 
Connect together Rawness, yes Enchant (cp 23 
By a yellow line Presence of structure 
Follows then Woman Celebration Back 
Orange, red, blue (cp 15) Square, circle 
Green, purple. Stretch canvas 

"Three labours of love." On 6 x 6 foot frame 
Think Prime 
"Dance of Life" Easter 
Colours Cross 
Stand alone, together STAGE 2 Canvas separates 
Interact, change, fragment Four parts 
Ever moving Each part 
Ever changing Journey A spiral 
Never ending Desert 
Cyclic. Sea Relationships 

Mountains Colour, form, technique 
Action City. Format 
Apply oil Become Conflict 
Scrape on, off Pastels on paper Stop (cp 24) 
Struggle Large sheets on the floor 
Long time Journeying On another 6x6 foot 
Self portrait Roaming freely frame 
Woman Enjoying spontaneity Construct circle 
Tangible, connecting Freshness, freedom Apply washes upon 
Air, fire, earth, water Colours, material Washes 
Sense, relief Colours move 
Release Colour, form In, out, about 
Air Water. (cp 13) Freedom The geometric format 

Unlimited boundaries Create forms 
One before Journey Change, move 
Apply oil Contemplation (cp 16) In circle 
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Still Control flow Paint journey 
Aerial, global Colours play Breath 
Stop. (cp 26) Fonns evolve Life 

Interact, react Self 
On another 6x6 foot Breathe, weave 
Frame Harmonise. Figurative, narrative 
Apply washes of colour Landscapes 
Work mtiiitively Saturated surface dries Hang vertical 
With relationships Reveals surprise Separate, one 
Shapes Of textures, tones, forms No frames 

Merging colours. No attachments 
Apply oil, Simple, free, moving 
Struggle Change In a place 
Tighten up Freedom, freshness, flow In space 
Gesture, stifled Joy appears Speaking of self 
Conflict Struggle disappears. 
Format, materials, tools Colours vibrant Life Being 
Technique Like a sunset Other words 
Stop. (cp 25) Powerful Yoga, breath, chakras 

In the paintings. The seven principles in 
Again, the cross Breathe Living (cp 27) Man and Woman; 
Puzzle with problems Dreamtime/ 
Shifts Fantasising (cp 28) Crown - Wholeness - 
Changes Outside Moving(cp 29) Pineal - Spirit 
Frees Inside Resting (cp 30) Brow - Intuit - Pituitary - 
Tightens. Life Being (cp 31) Thought 
Colour forms Throat - Know - Thyroid 
Move, connect, fragment The The Campsite - Ether 
Restricted, unresolved Experience of Trinity; 
Suffocating Earth, sun, wind, rain. 
No breath Sharing a bush block Heart - Share - Thyrnus - 
Stop. Down the track Air - Touch 

Elemental living. Solar-Satisfy-Solar 
Plexus- Fire - Sight 

Intimacy with Sacral - Create - Gonads - 
STAGE 3 Environment Water - Taste 

Subtle splendours Root - Survive - Adrenals 
Linking time and place - Earth - Smell 

Tired, rest Exploring connections Quartern. 
Breathe fresh air Shared and individual 
Recover Colour theory 
Release Sit with nature Colour wheel 
Let go Find answer Colour spectrum 
Of stretcher frames Life ajourney hdigo, Violet, Blue 
Of brushes Campsite a time, a place Green 
Of squares, circles Reflection, connection Cool, passive, spiritual 

Release, change. Yellow, Orange, Red 
Loosely staple Warm, active, physical. 
Raw canvas Painting a process Seven principles in 
A flat board Methodology, transition Colour. 
Raise, lower Formal, analytical 
Pour water, colour Disciplined Experiment 
Merge Spontaneous, intuitive Painters drop sheets 
Roller, sponge, towel Free Staple to flat board 



Open weave Fervent. (cp 34) 
Absorbs water Water, colour 

Resting place Flow over edge 
Remember, Balance, harmony Form shapes 
Experience Play, contrasts On the plastic. 
Passion, pain, passivity Colour, texture, form 
Aggression, assertiveness Space. On the floor 
Fear, shame, guilt A sunset Plastic 
Loneliness A landscape Canvas, three pieces 
Sadness, joy Physicality, instinct Wash of royal blue 
Feelings. Connection. (cp 35) Drip of raw umber 

Interact 
Passion Blue, green, violet Connect 
Colour red Pour paint, water Strong, simple, fresh 
Thought Shapes, pathways, colour Free. 
Colour yellow Move 
Pour colour Evoke Think 
Tears of water Figurative presence Flow, form 
And a roller Meditative quality On, off edge 
Dynamic is alive. Introspective journey Technique 
(cp 32) Transit (cp 36) "Floor and fluid" 

Canvas 
Sadness Explore, experiment Weight, size 
Colour blue Experience Colour dynamic 
Thought Stop Internal external 
Colour yellow Connect Relations. 
Pour colour Acknowledge 
Tears of water Join journeys Decision 
And a roller Mmd, body, emotion Canvas, two pieces 
Tranquil is alive. Instinct Vertical 
(cp 33) Together, one Top 

A painting Length 72 inches 
Think of Part of a whole Width 48 inches 
Witch burnings In an Exhibition. Underneath, larger 
Vikings 12 inches all round 
Male, female relations On the floor 
Provocation, aggression A sheet of plastic Play 
Pain, passion Canvas, a small piece Smaller pieces 
Imbalance, fragmented. Pour salmon Scale down to size 

Raise canvas Colour relations 
Clear glaze Paint moves down Washes, pours 
Limits water absorption Pour duck egg Ground, colour, edge 
Red wash Pour water Form 
Dominant form Separate mass Rhythm, tension, purity 
Black surrounds Raise canvas Evident. 
A centre appears Salmon, duck egg 
Yellow, orange, red Connect On small scale 
Fragment from centre Tension. Bright yellow, raw umber 
Black void Wash of hermitage Dark green, white 
Manipulates, controls Salmon, duck egg Interact 
Red, yellow, orange Camouflage Form relations 
Activity, contrast Texture Canvas, two pieces 
Colour, texture, shape Connection Together, one 
Weave together Colours speak. Simple, fresh, alive, free 
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Ground, colour, form Passion and Pain. Thought, intent 
Play within a frame. (cp 37) Elemental 

Earth, fire, air, water 
Yellow, black white The underneath Instinctual, physical 
On larger scale Effect Mental, emotional 
Hea%y pours Suggests Numbers symbolic 
Spill over edges Something unknown. Becomes 
Positive negative (cp 38) Self- realisation. 
Displace space. (cp 39) 

Want 
Play Pure colour On large measured scale 
Unresolved Instinct, direction Conscious of frame 
Unhappy connections Conscious connection Colour fonnality 
Colours, forms, flow A rainbow One red and yellow 
Raw, bold, heavy Colour spectrum Explore orange 
Let go. Movement, contrast One blue and yellow 

Light dark. Explore green 
Again A starting point 
A larger scale Canvas, 12 narrow pieces 
yellow, red ochre, white One strip 22 x 70 inches Pour, flow, edge, colour 
Pours attach, release Four sets of three Tentative, defining 
Knit together Yellow, yellow-orange, Three separate areas 
Stay separate Orange Dark, external frame 
Follow Red-orange, red, red-blue Light internal frame 
Surface direction. Purple, blue-red, blue Frame alone 

Blue-yellow, green, Disconnected 
Colours, forms, flows Yellow-blue Incomplete 
Weave together 
Like a performance Purity Insights Exhibition 
Hinting at something Think View, objective 
Beyond the frame. Disease Research 

Fundamental Methodology, process 
Red Instinctual Release, let go 
Large measured scale Free Transition 
Direct colour pours Fulfilling 
Forms appear Harmony Resolution 
Add blue Discord. Orange exploration 
Raise top piece Release formal constraint 
Paint flows Colours Colour, heavy flows 
Forms One, two, three Watery textures 
Interact, react Drip, flow Combine, make 
Water moves Vertical Leathery surface 
Colour weaves Raise canvas Reminiscent memories 
New marks Forms Landscape, rural, urban 
Changes shapes Move, change Two pieces, one 
Mixes colours Intersect, connect The Leather Piece 
Creates tone, space Water controls (cp 40) 
Flows underneath. Fragmentation 

Texture, tone, marks. Separate frames 
Scale, too big External internal 
Control lost Hang side by side Incomplete 
Pieces separate Move at will Disconnected. 
Struggle Merge as one 
Top Deed, action Green exploration 



Resolution Pour washes Light shafts 
Impulsive Weave form Ambiguous 
Scissor top With frame Contrast 
Separate pieces Contrast, separate Connect 
Move to edge Connect together Melancholic hannony 
Weave together Pure chroma Reflect. (cp 45) 
Become one Thin drip lines 
Breathe together. Intersect Think 

Move Paint feeling 
A collage technique Spread, connect Structure, colour, gesture 
Perhaps a resolution In fluidity of water. Form. 
The Green Figure. Breathe Thought, feeling, action 
(cp 41) Dance Deed 

Courage (cp 43) Decide 
An idea Complete Deed, the form 
Cutting in mind Without collage The painting 
Allows interaction Technique. 
With whole. Structure 

Side by side Canvas, two pieces 
Want colours, Another commence Colour 
Soft, gentle, subtle Washes Express intent 
Technique Ultramarine blue Gesture 
Traditional water-colour Lemon yellow, red ochre Process, technique. 
Pour pale washes Hermitage. 
Red ochre, ultramarine Intuitively Structure, colour, gesture 
Hermitage, lemon yellow Scissor shape Weave together 
Scissor shapes Weave, connect Create form 
Frame, form, colour Frame, form, colour The painting 
Interact, connect. Space 
Control Interact, flow Think 
Drips Forms dominate Circle, symbol, reference 
Tonal contrast Project in out Mandala 
Drawing lines Assert. (cp 44) Circle of Self 
Weave, connect Route 
Edge, shape, colour Washes Process 
Frame Violet, royal blue Journey 
Pattern (cp 42) Hermitage, deep green Form 
Problem with collage Separate Destination 
Remains. Merge 

Release control Four 
Keep it simple Top, underneath Large measured scales 
Pour washes Interact Follow route 
Red ochre, lemon yellow Maintain Yellow east 
Ultramarine blue Central frame. Red, south 
hermitage Blue west 
Water, pigment Top Hermitage north 
Merge Rhythmic horizontal cut Establish reference 
Lightly, freely Separate, replace Uniqueness 
Together Colours Individuality 
Top, underneath. Guide Sign posts 

Divide 
A vertical cut Connect Washes 
Top, two In out. Primary colour 
Continue Strong 
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Frame definite Snow and a Vase of Alive, breathe, flow 
Follow system Flowers. (Cp 49) Be. 
Move in circle 
Yellow east to red south Balance, Enlightenment 
Red south to blue west Duality An introspective view 
Blue west to hermitage Fluidity An exploration of feeling 
North Internal external dynamic An instinctive resolve 
Hermitage north to Separate 
Yellow East Connecting. Contrast, conflict 

Harmony 
Establish second An introspective view Balanced duality 
Reference A woman's perspective Form 
Frames separate, distinct A definition of harmony Manifest 
Washes, flows A story unique View 1 (cp 50) 
Inter-relate A resolve. View 2 (cp 51) 
Colour dynamics Spin (cp 52) 
Manifest relationships Ruin (cp 53) 

Garden. (cp 54) 
Process proceeds STAGE 4 
Primary colour Stories 
Returns home Wise 
Re-establishes frame. Thought, feeling, instinct True 
East a wash of yellow Physicality Simple 
South a wash of red Structure, colour, gesture Free. 
West a wash of blue Natural, neutral form 
North a wash of Technique, tools 
Hermitage. Gathered in the process. 

A different story Truth, simplicity 
Journey alone Wisdom, 
Define Freedom 
Strength, weakness Defined, understood 
Contrast, conflict Emphasised, eliminated 
Complete Accepted, released. 
An Illumination (cp 46) 
An Innocence (cp 47) Responsible, knowing 
Flamingo (cp 48) Simple, free 
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1990 Hossier Gallery, Brisbane QId 

Group Exhibitions 
1998 'Works on Paper', DVAA Members Show,Woods Street Gallery, 

Darwin NT 
1997 DVAA Members Show,Woods Street Gallery, Darwin NT 
1996 'The Campsite',Woods Street Gallery, Darwin NT 
1988 Murwillumbah Regional Gallery Art Exhibition, Murwillumbah NSW 
1988 National Women's Art Awards,The Centre Gallery, Gold Coast Qld 
1985 Post Graduate Exhibition, Ivan Dougherty Gallery, Sydney NSW 
1982-84 Perc Tucker Regional gallery,Townsville 

(A series of five exhibitions for festivals and awards) 

Awards 
1984 Caltex Encouragement Award Drawing 
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Special thanks to Paul Roguszka for the framing of my paintings. 



INTEGRATION / like to think of the process of painting as constructing balance, as harmonising 

thought and feeling, instinct and physicality. 

/ like my work to breathe, to move, to connect or inter-relate, to flow, to live, to 

feel, to have life. As I work with a piece the material, the gesture, the form, the 

ground, the colour and the space become the physical embodiment of my 

thought. I stay with a piece until / resolve the conflict that is exposed as / work. 

In tuition takes over. What is intuition? A desire beyond reasoning or knowing; a 

strong direction; a compulsion; an energy. / hold the image. I bring it to life. I let 

go when it is finished. / am compelled to work with an image until it is complete 

otherwise it lingers with me, works upon me until I set it free. The painting starts 

to breathe and balance. It takes on a life of its own. It is free. It is flowing. It is 

moving. It is being. It is. The thought is released. My body relaxes. I begin to 

flow, to move, to change. My paintings are orgasms, paroxysms. 

Exhibition of Paintings 

by 

PATRICIA VI POND 

Master in Fine Arts 
School of Fine Arts 

Northern Territory University 

Northern Territory University Gallery 
Casuarina NT 

Woods Street Gallery 

56 Woods Street 

Darwin NT 

Tuesday 28 July 1998 to Saturday 8 August 1998  

List of Works 

I Courage 

2 Assert 

3 Reflect 

4 An Illumination 

5 An Innocence 

6 Flamingo  

7 Snow and a vase of Flowers 

8 Viewl 

9 View2 

10 Spin 

II Ruins 

12 Garden 
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You are invited to the opening and closing of 

INTEGRATION 
MASTER IN FINE ARTS : EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS 

by 
PATRICIA VIPOI.ID 

to be opened by Michiel Dolk, Co-ordinator Post Graduate Studies, NTU 
6.30pm Tuesday 28 July 1998 at the Northern Territory University Gallery, Casuarina Campus 

to be closed by Marie Matthews 
7.00pm Saturday 8 August 1998 at Woods Street Gallery, 56 Woods Street, Darwin 

Gallery Hours: Northern Territory University Gallery Monday to Friday I Oam - 4pm 
Woods Street Gallery .Tuesday to Saturday 11am - 5pm 
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Selected Paintings And Drawings by 

LPat't1cia /qiond 

25 March to 5th April, 1997 

We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 

Wi/I be to arrive where we started 
And know the p/ace for the first time 

15 Ellot 

I am a Painter because of an overwhelming need from an early age to find a way of defining 
and understanding, an intangible, indefinable 'something' which contradicted, confused and 
countered my desire to live a happy and contented life. Paper and canvas, paint, pastels, 
pencils and charcoal are the media with which I explore ideas and release emotional 
concerns. 

My exhibition, 7nsights'is an expression of a journey over time, leading me ever forward in a 
search for what I can only describe as 'an essence of being By melding my intuitive painting 
process with research into notions of the spiritual and material and my connecting with the 
cyclic elements of nature - earth, fire, air and water, I have realised my own understanding of 
duality and fluidity. 

My early work explored the connection beiween the formal elements of colour and a 
geometric format, coupled with the relationship of positive and negative spaces. From a 
woman's perspective, I wished to determine through symbolism, the harmony of a balanced 
duality. 

I consistently re-examine and explore the dynamics of colour in an attempt to create a 
personal colour language. 

My more recent work has departed from geometry to allow the work to breathe and become 
a living expression of thought, action, intent and deed. 

Through the process of painting, I aspire to a brief moment's enlightenment; of self realisafion 
and transcendence. 

Patricia Vipond 
1997 
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Cat#: Tifle: Cost: 
1 - 12 Exploring Duality $ 160.00 each 
13 Dissension 1 $ 475.00 
14 Dissension 2 $ 475.00 
15 Dispersion 1 $ 475.00 
16 Dispersion 2 $ 475.00 
17 Dynamic $1,000.00 
18 Tranquil $1,000.00 
19 Woman $ 385.00 
20 Oscillate $ 650.00 
21 Enchant $ 650.00 
22 Excite $ 650.00 
23 Fervent $1,000.00 
24 Transit $1,000.00 
25 Expand $ 625.00 
26 Contemplate $ 625.00 
27 Turtle $ 300.00 

cPaht2a q/102J 
Tertiary Education 

Current Master of Arts by Research (Fine Arts) Northern Territory University NT 
1985 Graduate Diploma in Professional Art Studies - Painting - University Of NSW 
1982-84 Diploma of Fine Arts Townsville School of Art - Townsville OLD 

Exhibitions 
Solo 
1997 'Insights' Studio Star Art Gallery - Darwin NT 
1990 Hossier Gallery - Brisbane OLD 

cr.iui 
1996 'The Campsite' Woods Street Gallery - Darwin NT 
1988 Murwillumbah Regional Gallery - Murwillumbah OLD 
1988 National Women's Art Awards - The Centre Gallery - Gold Coast OLD 
1985 'Post Graduate Exhibition' Ivan Dougherty Gallery - Sydney NSW 
1982-84 Perc Tucker Regional Gallery - Townsville OLD 

(A series of five exhibitions for festivals and awards) 

Awards 
1984 Caltex Encouragement Award - Drawing 
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SrUPIC STAR ART ALLER' 
Invites You To The Opening Of 

A 2: 1, 5, 
An Exhibion Of Selected Work - Painngs & Drawings - 1993 to 1996 By 

L 2L2La TL4/202d 
Venue: Studio Star Art Gallery Star Village 

Please Use Rear Entrance In Austin Lane 

Time: 7.30pm 
Date: Tuesday 25th March 1997 

Exhibition Dates- 25th March to 5th April 
Gallcry Hours. lOam to 5.30pm Monday to Friday & lOam.to  2pm Saturdays 

Further Enquiries Contact Mike Foley - Tel: 8981 6488 or Fax: 8981 6967 



THE 
CAMPSITE 
AN EXHIBITION OF SELECTED WORK 

PATRICIA VIPOND 
PAUL ROGUSZKA 
MARIE MATTHEWS 

WOODS STREET GALLERY 56 WOODS STREET DARWIN 
EXHIBITION DATES AUGUST 7-21 1996 
GALLERY HOURS TUESDAY - SUNDAY 11.00AM - 6.00PM 



THE CAMPSITE 
The Campsite is an exhibition of 
works by three people with a 
common experience; the 
experience of earth, sun, wind 
and rain. The sharing of a bush 
block down the track. This 
experience of elemental living 
became the springboard for - 

subsequent creative endeavours. 
It was an intimate introduction to 
the subtle splendours of the Top 
End environment. An awakening 
into the magical spirit of the 
living dream. 

Through painting, drawing and 
installation The Campsite 
exhibition links time and place 
and explores the connection 
between a shared experience 
and a uniquely individual one. 

PATRICIA VIPOND 
Sit with nature 
I will find my answer 

Life a Journey 
Campsite a Time a Place 
Reflection Connection 
Release Change. 

Painting a Process 
Methodology Transition 
Formal Analytical Disciplined 
Spontaneous Intuitive Free. 

I paint my journey 
I breathe 
I am life 
lam 

EARTH FIRE 

AIR WATER 

WOMAN CELEBRATION 

BREATHE LIVING 

DREAMTIME FANTASJSING 

OUTSIDE MOVING 

INSIDE RESTING 

LIFE BEING 



PAUL ROGUSZKA 
The Campsite was the spirit of 
fire 

Fire: 
Burned earth. 
Exposed: 
The bones of the ancestors. 

MOTHER 

DREAMER 

NAMER 

HUNTER 

WARRIOR 

STALKER 

Exposed: 
The footprint of the invader 

ARISTOTLE IN THE CHINA SHOP 

MARIE MATTHEWS 
For a tong time I have wanted to 
create a space filled with life's 
pure essence. By consciously 
weaving the forces of creation I 
have moved my desire into form. 

This installation is creation 
without clothing, pure essence 
held in intangible form. 

ZEN HEALING SPACE 

Step in, sit down, 
allow yourself to be. 
The Zen Healing Space weaves 
its magic on both organic and 
lifeforce levels. 

Within this place your 
life rests within life. 
The earth form fades as the 
lifeforce quickens. 
Regeneration, rejuvenation, 
life..awakens. 
We are powerful beings. 
The force of creation is within. 
The key to success is 
remembering. 
Welcome to the 
Zen Healing Space. 



PATRICIA VIPOND 

TERTIARY EDUCATION 

Current Master of Arts by Research (Fine Art) Northern Territory University NT. 
1985 Graduate Diploma in Professional Art Studies - Painting University NSW. 
1982-84 Diploma Fine Art - Painting Townsville School of Art Townsville Qld. 

EXHIBITIONS 

Solo 
1990 Hossier Gallery Brisbane Qid. 

Group 
1988 Murwillumbah Regional Gallery Murwillumbah QId. 
1988 National Women's Art Awards The Centre Gallery Gold Coast Old. 
1985 Ivan Dougherty Gallery Sydney NSW. 
1982-84 Perc Tucker Regional Gallery Townsville Qld. 

(A series of five exhibitions for festivals and awards). 

AWARDS 

1984 Caltex Encouragement Award - Drawing. 

PAUL ROGUSZKA 

TERTIARY EDUCATION 

Current Bachelor of Fine Art Final Year Northern Territory University NT. 
1966-69 Certificate in Education University of London UK. 

EXHIBITIONS 

Group 

Painting 

1996 Arm Load of Art Woods Street Gallery Darwin NT. 
1996 Tell a Tourist Members Exhibition 24 Hr Art Darwin NT. 
1995 Ask the Cleaner University Gallery NTU. 
1988-90 Studio Roest Kinglake Vic (a series of three exhibitions). 

Woodwork 
1991 Studio Roest Seymour Vic. 
1988-90 Studio Roest Kinglake Vic (a series of four exhibitions). 
1988-89 St Andrews Workshop Gallery St Andrews Vic (two exhibitions). 
1987-91 Eltham Festival Eltham Vic. 
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YOU ARE INVITED TO THE OPENING OF 
THE CAMPSITE • 

AN EXHIBITION OF PAINTING, DRAWING AND INSTALLATION BY 
MARIE MATTHEWS PAUL ROGUSZKA PATRICIA VIPOND 

630PM WEDNESDAY AUGUST 7 
WOODS STREET GALLERY 

56 WOODS STREET 
DARWIN 

(08) 89819351 
EXHIBITION DATES AUGUST 7 -21 1996 

GALLERY HOURS TUESDAY - SUNDAY 1100AM - 600PM 
MUSIC BY BRENDAN WILLIAMS 
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This unit includes:- 
12 COLOUR SLIDES 

fLr '  

Northern Territory University 

000433229 6 


